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Two garages needed by '96
o Construction
should start by
1994 at cost of $11
million, according
to a parking study.
By ROBIN LONGAKER
Staff Writer
Tired of walking into class
ten minutes late because you
spent an amazing amount of
time searching for the perfect
parking spot?
Tired of following fellow

students to their cars at 2.5 miles
per hour to seize their car space?
Don't give up hope yet, because help may be on the way.
According to a study done
by Walker Parking Consultants/
Engineers, Inc., UCF now has
an excess of 267 extra parking
spaces.
However, by 1995, there will
be a shortage of 655 parking
spaces due to "expected-growth
in campus population and the
loss of parking spaces due to
new construction projects."
The December 1994 study

suggests that UCF begin constructing parking structures upward rather than outward.
"The study does take into
consideration that at that time
we were building the parking
lot by the arena," said Ina Carpenter, executive assistant of
Parking Services, "So it does
account for that kind of addition of space."
Discussions about building
a parking garage at UCF have
been going on for the past three
See GARAGE page 6
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Hitt addresses financial aid, UCF's
diversity, student union at luncheon .
By REBECCA THOMAS
Staff Writer
"What does it mean to be the
best?"
University of Ce.ntral
Florida's President John Hitt
posed this question to the intimate group of students at the
Brown Bag lunch held in the
Student Center Auditorium
Aug. 31.
. In answer to his own ques-

tion, President Hitt offered a
copy of the goals he would like
to see accomplished by the year
2000.
Among the five goals outlined, diversity and undergraduate education were top
concerns. Achieving prominence in research was close behind.
On the university's diversity, Hitt commented, "two out
of five college deans are
women" at UCF.

Not only does the president
want to raise this _number, but
also the number of upper level
DeHoogJ FUTURE
African-Americans.
Hitt also ~xpressed frustra- Bradley, 2, practices his hook shot at th Creative
tion at UCF's funding.
School. He is one of 125 children cared for there.
. "For ~e last 15 years, UCF
has been ninth out of nine state
Universities in line for funding.
It's just not right," he said.
The president is in the pro-

School teaches and
cares for UCF tots

See HITT page 5.

o School educates
and cares for children of students,
faculty, staff and
alumni of UCF
By KISHA DUNN
Staff Writer
"If you build it they will
come." It was built in 1976,
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and they haven't stopped.
The Creative School has
been serving the UCF community for the past 17 years and,
surprisingly, very few people
know much alxlut it.
When the school first
opened, it housed 20childrenin
one building. Since then, it has
seen three expansions and now
caters to 125 children.
Dolores Burghard, the
school's. director, has been at
the school since its inception.
"Please do not refer to us as a
child care center," she said.
Many people make the mistake of grouping the Creative
School along with baby-sitting
seivices or day care centers.
The Creative School is, as its
name suggests, a s~hool which

emphasizes creativity.
.
Creativity of the students is
not the only focus of the school.
Burghard said, "We promote a
nutritional program: fresh
foods, no additives, no preservatives, no cookies and no
cakes. We also try to promote
this to the parents."
•
Children who attend the
school are served breakfast,
lunch, and an afternoon snack.
Food is provided by Marriott
Food Services. Burghard said,
"You cannotmeetthe children's
needs unless you consider them
as a whole."
The services of the Creative
school are in high dema..1d. The
children of students are given
priority. Next come faculty,
staff and Research Park employees. UCF alumni and the
Orlando community are given
spaces if any are left.
The school is funded
through the income from its tuition as well as a state subsidy
from the Capital Improvement
Trust Fund.
The curriculum of the creative school is run as a developmentally appropriate program .
see SCHOOL page 8
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With You ~
Every Step .
·of the _Way. ·
Campus Residents Enjoy:
• No Sign-Up Fees
• Individual Bills
•Low- Rates
• International Dialing
It's all part of the i plan.
Call 800-445-6063 for inore info.
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Clubs and organizations show wares at Activities Fair
By KISHA DUNN
Staff Writer

'

'

The Student Center Green
bustled with activity as the Student Activities Fair took over
the campus Aug. 31.
Representatives from over
80 campus organizations
manned displays and tried to
recruit new members.

The aim of the fair was to
make students aware of the extracurricular activities that are
available to them on campus.
"It's the biggest fair we've
had so far," said April Bonfanti,
fair coordinator. "A lot of students are interested."
Bonfanti said students used
more inventive ways of recrujting members than in the past.
Several groups, suet: as

ROTC and the cheerleading
squad, did demonstrations in
order to let those interested
know exactly what their .organization was about.
"The fair is very important,"
saidsophomoreLisaLyn. "You
don't have to go out of your
way to find out about the clubs."
Kendra Hall, who represented the Student Wellness
Advocate Team (SW AT),

thought the fair was "very help- ing a few complaints. Lyn
ful and there was a good tum- thought that there was not
out. We [the clubs] got great enough room for all the organiexposure."
zations. "It was clustered and
The Activities Fair was not you didn't get to see everylimited to student displays. En- thing," she said.
tertainment was provided by the
Suggestions for improveCampus Activities Board ment included having "more
(CAB), who brought in singer chairs for representatives" and
Del Suggs.
having the fair "more than once
For all its good points the per semester." as Phillip sugfair did not go without receiv- gested.

Simple steps take a bite
out of campus crimes

such as keeping car doors locked
and windows rolled up, and by
Contributing Writer
keeping bicycles locked to an
Petty theft is a problem on . immovable object.
• any college campus, including
StudentsshouldparkinwellUCF.
lighted and populated areas .
Last year, 153 cases of theft
If people are around, they
• were reported at UCF. Every- may discourage a thief from
one is at risk of being a victim, trying to break into cars or steal
.but there are steps students can a bicycle.
a
take to protect themselves and.
Valuable items, as well as
their property.
removable stereos, ·can be
"The first thing you have to locked in car trunks when left
do is to take opportunity away unattended.
from the criminal," said Officer
A good thing to remember,
Jose McLoughlin of the UCF McLoughlin said, is that this is
e
Crime Prevention Unit.
a public campus.
"You should never leave your
Not everyone who comes on
belongings alone. Don't leave campus is a student.
11
your books or purse unattended,
"Never assume that because
even the library," he explained. this is a university you 're safe
from crime," McLoughlin said.
Another way to protect
"Be cautious and only carry
• against theft is to identify per- what you need to class with _
sonal belongings in some way. you. If you're a woman, don't
Textbooks in particular are bring your purse to class:
often the target of thieves on
"Keep your money in your
college campuses, because wallet and your wallet in your
thieves can sell the stolen books pocket.
to the bookstores.
"Above all, retain your moBv choosing a page number bility ," said McLoughlin.
at random out of the book and "Make sure you don't carry so
signing the book owner's name much that you can't get away."
to it, then writing the number of
Due to prevention programs
the page signed on the inside and increased education, crime
cover of the book, police can on campus has gone down this
year.
identify the book's owner.
While this may sound to be
Cars and bicycles are often an encouraging trend, students
the target of thieves.
should still always be alert and
Precautions should be taken, aware .

By STEPHANIE COPES
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News Bits

Organization helping people
Free help from the IRS and
• volunteers
for tax non-filers with mental retardation

o The Internal Revenue

•

Service will be helping
people file delinquent tax
returns free of charge on
Friday, Sept. 10 from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and Saturday, Sept.
11 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at
1040 Woodcock Rd. and
2180 West SR 434. For
more information, call the
IRS at (800) 829-1040.

Walk to raise funds and

awareness for diabetes
O The American Diabetes
Association will sponsor
Walktoberfest, a walk to raise
funds for diabetes research,
on Sunday, Oct. 3. For
information, call 660-1926.

looking for volunteers
O Best Buddies, an organization allowing college students
to make friends with people
with mental retardation, is
looking for dedicated volunteers to become a Best
Buddy. Interested students
must be dedicated and
Buddies are matched without
regard to background. To
become a Best Buddy,
contact Karen Slovin at (305)
374-5305.

Arboretum to hold festival
UCF's Arboretum will be
celebrating its 10th anniversary with a festival Saturday,
Oct. 30 from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m

12281 University ~lvd.
University Shoppes, Acros~ from UCF
249-4003
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Chris Marlin bridges communication gap around campus
By ALAN BYRD
News Editor
Ifthe tired, old cliche "looks
are deceiving" ever held true,
Chris Marlin expresses it. He
often jokes about how he looks
about 13 and how his dress
doesn't fit the personality.
''TheythinkI'mSkippyfrom
next door," said Marlin.
"People think I'm being naive
about things.
"That naivite is conditioned
with spunk."
When Marlin talks, the truth
comes out.
His knowledge about UCF
spills out. His background in
service and govenunent shines
through.
Marlin was elected Student
Government president last
spring.
Before becoming president,
Marlin was SG' s director of
public relations, a job he held
for two years.
He also has been involved with 25 committees and task
forces around the campus.
Currently, he is chairman of
the State Council of Student
Body Presidents, is on the board
of directors of the Florida Student Association Inc. and is on
the Council on Equity in Athletics for the Florida Board of
Regents.
"I think very highly of him,"
said Dr. Le Vester Tubbs, vice
president of Student Affairs at ·
UCF. "I ~hink he is probably

Tli~~I:

one of the most intelligent
Student Government presidents this university has had
since I have been here."
Tubbs has been here 14
years.
Marlin entered the fall semester looking for solutions
to UCF's problems.
Marlin
hopes
to
spread his expertise and
knowledge
throughout
UCF to bring
the university
closer and increase the
communicati on in the
school.
"UCF is the
largest take
one environment in the
state," said Marlin. "If you
know where to get someth~ng
then you take· one. If you
don't, then you 're stuck."
For this reason, one of
Marlin's major focuses is the
start of a "all-in-one" card.
The card would provide students access to just about anything in the school.
Students ".;ould be able to
use the card to find out about
courses, their student loans
and their grades, among oth~
ers.
The card is being used at
the University of Florida and
Florida State University.

find solutions to the problem.
~egabus-a bus provided by
Student Government-is the
first step to solve the problem.
"We haven't had a parking
policy," saidMarlin. "We were
not providing an incentive to
park on the outside of campus.
This should make it easier to
get around."
Marlin recent! y concluded talks
It's very taxing. I
to get the mewould invite any
tered parking
student to come
behind the
Business
Adwith me for a day
ministration
and try to under- ·
B u i 1d i n g
stand.
turned into
free parking.
"We also
- CHRIS MARLIN
voted in acon being SG president
cord an c e
with a parking fee insee something in place before I crease so that we could bond
leave," said Marlin. "We could for a parking garage."
As for his personal goals,
get the system by February,
Marlin said he wants "to go to
but not the best one.·
"The name of the game is Carpathia and learn about the
flexibility," he said. "The card origin of vampires."
But, before leaving the counhas to be flexible arid able to
expand. The Gator Card is run- try in search of Dracula, he said
he might go to law school, but
ning into that problem."
To most students, parking is would not say where.
"I don't ·set up rigid structhe biggest problem at UCF:
According to Marlin, Stu- tures," he said. "I just go out
dent Government is. trying to and act."
The card is in its research
phase, but a low-level system
could be in place by the end of
Marlin's term, he said.
The system would be without the cards, but terminals to
access records would be placed
around campus.
"Naturally, I would like to

''

Stiident Government president is in many cases an internship for public office.
"At one point in time I would
have said 'yes' very quickly,"
said Marlin.
Now, after holding office,
he's not so sure.
"It's very taxing," he explained. "I would invite any
student to come with me for a
day ;md try to understand."
Marlin described his life as
president as lonely.
"I have to be a student, be an
adminstrator, be a politico, understand history, have to fight
and have to keep my ears open.
"But I enjoy every minute
of this," he said.
His first attempt at an office
at UCF was not as enjoyable.
He ran for a student senate
job and iost miserably.
Still, the incident was only a
minor pit-stop in his career.
Marlin considers that to be
one of his lowest moments. In
what he considers one of the
best times in his life, Marlin
worked for Q-105 in Tampa
for the Q Morning Zoo.
"The thrill of750,000 people
listening to me was incredible,"
he said.
From the sound of his voice
coming over the airwaves, few
people pictured what Marlin
looked like.

134.Cr\ ?

ISLAND PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS ...
"LIVE"

RUSSELL · SIMMONS'

"DEF COMEDY JAM"
SATURDAY, OCT. 2 AT 8:00

PM
. as seen on HBO, now live at the
Tkkets on sale at all

UCFARENA
%:

at Gayfers,
Mega Movies,
Sound
Warehouse,
Spec's, and
the UCF
Arena or
call for your
tickets today.

40

839-3900

Have you discovered the Great Western Bank ATM by the Administration Building?
You can get cash 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It will accept any ATM card that bears
a CIRRUS~ STAR SYSTEM®or PLUS®symbol. There's no ch.arge when you use a Great
Western Bank ATM card at our ATMs. To get your card, simply open a checking account
with us. Great Western.We'll always be there~ffi!lj

GRFATWESTERN BANK

A Federal Savings Bank and a Great Western Financial Company. Member FDIC
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President speaks on campus
improvements, his five goals
HITT from page 1

•

•
•

•
•
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cess of working with the Board
of Regents to change this.
Also included in his efforts
to upgrade the undergraduate
program are projects involving
more effective ways to lead to
student success.
After Hitt finished outlining
his goals, students had the opportunity to put the president
on the spot.
Students
addressed ·concerns on
financial
aid, when
the student
union will
open and
what it will
John Hitt
contain and
how much weight students'
comments really bear on teacher
evaluations.
Hitt said the timetable for
the student union is sometime
between "18 to 24 months,
depending on whetherthe building will be built in phases or all
at once."
Upon completion, the union
will contain "space for offices,
meeting rooms, a ballroom,
lounges, retail space and various fast food outlets," he said.
In the past, student organizations have had to scramble in
order to find a place to hold

their meetings.
The student union will help
solve this problem.
Hitt also assured students
that student comments on
evaluations do have weight.
If an instructor continues to
get unsatisfactory evaluations,
he or she will not be recommended for promotions or tenure .
"There is no place for people
not to get involved in undergraduate courses," Hitt said .
"The evaluations are looked·
over by different committees
before any decision is made.
"This is the process, although some students think it
would be a lot easier if the floor
would just open up and swallow the teacherwho they aren't
satisfied with," the president
added with a slight chuckle.
On financial aid, Hitt agreed
that there could be a better process.
"In an evaluation, one in six
students was dissatisfied with
the process," Hitt said. "Therefore, since it affects so many of
our students, something does
need to be done."
.The president hopes to start
with the long lines.
Until something is done
about funding, other financial
aid and campus problems will
not be solved, said Hitt.

SENATE ELECTIONS
50 Seats Available
Petition Pick-up at SGA office • September 13 • 9 a.m.

Declaration of Ca_n didacy •September 20 - 23
Deadline is 5:00 p.m. •Sept 23

The Student Government Hotline "823-SG4U" is not in service. The
hotline will be coming soon. Any questions, comments or concerns can
be directed to the Student Government offices at 823-2191.

WELCOME BACK TO UCF

AND

Like t<? write but don't have any ideas for
stories? Come work for the Central
Florida Future-we'll give you story
ideas to write! You'll earn experience
and money. Call Dave or Lynn at
UCF-NEWS.

SHAMROCK BEVERAGE .

UCPs PARTY STORE

Leaves & Roots
%urufreds of 'Bufl(9fer6s!
P{us Spices • Oif.s • Incense • '1300/(J •
9-fer6 Library aruf 1?.#earcli 'Ta6fe

•

Monday-Saturday 1Oa.m. to 6p.m.
9434 E. Colonial Dr.• Orlando, FL.32817

823-8840

•

Bush and
Bush Li!lht

s4 79

University

(M@bil)
WELCOMES

BAck

Jim
Beam
$

STudENTs

750 ml

WiTlt A 10% UCF DiscouNT.
University Mobil is a complete auto
service center. From electrical, air
conditioning and computer systems
to fuel injection, brakes and batteries,
University Mobil can help ..
Domestic & Import autos serviced.
University Mobil
677-7988

e

SHAMROCK BEVERAGE
LOCATID

Corner of University and Goldenrod-

Your one stop, complete
auto service center.

799

I
823-9310

IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES NEXT TO KINKO'S AND lHE
UCf CRIDIT UNION

10 am To 1:30 am

Visa & Mastercard Acee ted

L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
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One million
dollars
needed for
garage down
payment

Do you often wonder what those white buildings by the dorms that look like leftovers
from the Booby Trap are really used for? Do you often wonder who picked out green as
the color of the envelopes now used for parking tickets? Do you often wonder why you
are reading this ad?
Probably because the news interests you. You can quit watching Headline News
and actually be involved in the news by writing for The Future. CaH now. 823-NEWS.
h:•plan and onl!·

WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE

Kaplan orrrriio a

GARAGE from page 1
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to four

years.
uThere'S£a definite need,"
said Chris Marlin, Student Government President. "It's a
project that Student Government wants to see done quickly
and appropriately." .
However, there is one
catch---money.
One million dollars are
needed as a down payment to
invest in a bond to fund the
project.
"For the last couple of years
we've bee~ saving for a down
payment," said Olief Richard
Turkiewicz, Director of the
Police Department at UCF.
Carpenter said, "We have
been told that in order to maintain [a garage] . . . we would
have to have enough in escrow."
The study recommends that
two parking structures be built,
one beginning in 1994 and one
in 1996.
Estimated construction costs
exceed $11 million for both
phases of construction.
In order to accommodate
these costs, a parking trust fund
has been established. An increase in decal fees has also
been implemented to aid the
co~~-

rr~uhr.

BENEFITS

rnman <H1ch lilt" ..

•

plat·r

in l ..

la,.,._ 1o1.11h

+

2 Year Scholarship

G~teed

to Juniors

ll1;i~11u ... lff lt• ... b

- Any aeademic major, 2.5 cum GPA.

~Jpl :m pr:wltt"t•

lr~I$

H""lt"a :'rtl

\"ult>olapr:- .

lt':-1~

term 2.35 GPA. under age 23
- Pays up to $850 in tuition and $150 in books each semester

,l,, ud11• ·

l<Jpf' ~. ~l' lf'<'•al hf'lp

:-tssions . ltomf'

+

Mud ~-. Anti [ulh
uplaintd prac·llC't'

3 Year Scholarship to Qualified Sophomores

quesllon s_.

- Technical, Nursing, and Pre-Health Majors
- Pays full tuition, books. and fees each semester

! The

more ways you're
TAUGHT so111 _e thing,.

the better

You lear11 it.

MCAT•LSAT~R:~~~~:;~~· •NCLEX-rO~ii

+

$100 Per Month for Expenses

+

Guaranteed Follow-On Job Upon Graduation

+

Guaranteed Starting Salary $23,300 to
$38,500 in Just 4 Years
Air Force ROTC is processing applications now for

the Two Year Program for juniors entering Fall '94.
Don't wait until it's too late to start your application!

tool' in thr tirnrld.

~

•

.. 0111

MOAE

I N .. O A M A T I O N ,

CONTACT

~ . .,~,.,,~'~ UCF AIR FORCE ROTC
~~"~~~
. (407) UCF-1-AIR

K A _p L A N ............................
CALL

t-900-KA"·TEST

...~
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(407) 823-1247
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Other ways suggested by the
study to raise revenue include
paid visitor parking and more
reserved parking spaces, since
the decals for these spaces cost
significantly more than student
decals.
The location of the garages
has yet to be decided.
The study suggests, "A
Phase One, 1,050-space parking structure be developed on
Lot D 1... A Phase Two, 1, 100space parking structure be devebped on either Lot A7, B, or

"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
take care of the first alloy myseif, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
a year for college. Compare that
anywhere else. I also got my choice of
schedules-mornings, afternoons or
nights. My work hours fit around my class
hours. Most students work in Operations. But you might get something in Accounting, Industrial Engineering, l.S. or
Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."

G7."

The site for Phase One has
not been completely determined.
Carpenter said, "What will
dictate [the site] is what is in the
Campus Master Plan."
The scheduled time of construction also has yet to be detennined.
Although the study recommends beginning construction
on Phase One in 1994 and finishing in 1995, that plan may
not be realistic.
"We hope to at least have
something in progress by 1995,"
sai 1 Carpenter.
Until then, students will just
have to continue the search for
the perfect parking space.

AlR FORCE ROTC?

-.hrn \ou

lf'arn 1n mun• "a~ ..
1han onf' . Your

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.

M/F/Disabled

I * I WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO ·woRK FOR us.

~

U S EL VERB EDUCATID
/
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Options available to parking ticketees
By JIM TRAMONTANA
Contributing Writer

•

It had been another long

•

photo courtesy·of Student Center

•

•

Derrick Thomas , president of the African American Student Union, does his duties in his office.

AASU president finds more
to college than learning
By VICKI PAULAS
Staff Writer
0

•

"Just enjoy being a stu_!:Ient
here," said Derrick Thomas,
president of the African American Student Union. "Urge everyone to get involved."
Thomas came to UCF from
Palm Bay High School where
he participated in speech and
debate.
He ·chose UCF due to the
academic scholarship and the
honors program that the uni-·
versity offered.
"I was looking at pnvate
schools, but UCF offered the
small classroom instmction I
was looking for," said Thomas.
He participates in the honors program, which requires the
student to keep an overall GPA
of 3.2 or higher and 3.0 in all
honors classes.
"As far as education, every- ·
one says that the funding is
bad, but I feel the education is
good and I've learned plenty,"
said Thomas .
As a political science major,
Thomas has plans to attend law
school.
"I hope to work forthe State
Department, maybe later becoming a judge," he said.
He became interested in polltics when he was "watching
lawyers on television and [enjoyed] P9litics itself," he said.
"I enjoy sitting in on university committees to observe how
things are handled," said Thomas. "Ifs interesting."
"There are lots of opportunities to get involved and plenty
of university clubs and activities," said Thomas.
1bomas is always one to get
involved
1bomas was a senator his

freshman year. He worked to
strengthen the constituency requirements.
Serving his second year as
president of AASU, Thomas
feels that redesigning ane~ constitution for AASU and recruitment drives on campus lead to
his re-ele~tion this year.
"Derrick has done a lot with
AASU and he serves as chairperson in other committees,,.
said Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice
president of Student Affairs.
"He is a very active student
and does a good job."
Besides from AASU and student government, Thomas is
involved in the Hispanic American Student Association, Campus Activities Board Steering
Committee, Phi Beta Sigma and
is the student resident assistant
of Polk Hall.
"He is a wonderful person,"
said Jeannie Viggiano, residential assistant of Volusia Hall.
"His residents know he's
there for them. They look up to
him, not only as a residential
adviser but as a person."
As chair of CAB 's Steering
Committee, Thomas works with
the general board to evaluate
and review programs.
"He is a nice student, very
friendly and always ready to
help others," said Tracy
Balkham, senior secretary at the
Student Union Center. "I'm really glad to know him."
Many people may wonder,
When does Thomas has time to
himself or for studing?
"I study at night, and I take
advantage of half an hour of
•me' time where I forget about
school entirely and go for a
walk or run," he said.

and grueling day ofclasses filled
with discussions on the validity
of quantum physics.
While away at class, the
Ticket Fairy paid a visit. This
time, he left a ticket for "parking in an unauthorized area. n
What can a student do when
he or she has received a ticket?
There are three basic options to
choose from.
The first option is the most
obvious one-to pay it.
The ticket will be made out
to show the specific offense,
the patrol officer who issued it,
and the amount of the citation.
Students have seven working days to decide what they
want to do. If they can part with
the cash, a simple trip to the
Parking Services Office will
take care of it.
However, ifstudents believe
they were wrongly ticketed, the
two other options arise-either
to ignore it or to appeal it.
Cars can be towed at the
owner's expense for parking in
a hazardous manner, parking in
a 24-hour reserved space or
abandonment.
Ignoring the ticket can
cause problems.

First, if the ticket is not paid
after the initial seven days, there
will be a five dollar late fee
tacked onto the original fine.
Also, all of the student's
records will go on "hold." This
means that he or she cannot get
transcripts, register for classes
or receive a diploma until the
ticket is paid.
Four or more outstanding
tickets mz.!~e t.1"1e student's car a
perfect candidate for Vehicle
Immobilization or ''The Boot."
This is a device strapped
onto the car, making it impossible to drive until it is removed
by Parking Services. The cost
for "Boot removal" is $25,
which is paid in addition to your
outstanding tickets.
Most students don't ignore
the ticket, so a final option is to
go through the appeal process.
Justas with option one (paying the ticket) students have
seven days to place a fonnal
appeal with Parking Services.
With an appeal, students
have the choice to either submit
a written or personal appeal.
The written appeal is simply a written account of why the
.students think they were
wrongly ticketed.
With the personal appeal
the student actually goes to a
meetingofthe University Parking and Traffic _Appeals Com-

mittee to present the case.
The committee usually
meets the last Friday of every
month and decides on both written and personal appeals.
The Appeals Committee is
made up of three faculty members, three· students, three staff
members and one chairperson.
According to Richard
Brown, assistant parking services manager, about tifteen
percent of the tickets that go
through the appeal process are
actually apJ1ealed.
Brown also said that there
is no real advantage to either
written or personal appeal, and
that the Committee makes its
decisions strictly by the University statues and regulations ..
Afterthe Committee makes
the decision on the appeal, it
sends a letter ·stating whether
the ticket was upheld or overtUmed .
If upheld, a new due date
forthepaymentisissued, which
is subject to the five dollar late
fee if not paid on time.
Parking Services gives out
about 35,000 tickets per year.
The most frequent violation is
for "no decal."
The fines range from $10
for registration violations to $50
for parking in a handicapped
space.
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According to Burghard, the program caters to each child's level
of education.~ Children are
taught up through first grade,
after which they c.an then transfer into public schools.
·
"Academically [the children] do well, but they feel restricted," said Burghard. ''They
have difficulty for about six
weeks.
''The longer they stay at the
Creative School, the better they
e're working smarter,
can cope, because publia
too. So you don't have
schools don't meet the needs of
to work harder.
the individual child."
For us, it means an ongoing rela,
Parents seem to be happy
with the services the school pro- tionship with .educators and profes,
vides. Burghard said children sors, striving to understand what's
stay at the school for an average
of four to five years. "We even
have students who have graduated who still bring their children here," she said.
Kelly Whitehead, an elementary education major, has
·brought her daughter Claire to
the Creative schoo} for three
semesters. Whitehead is
pleased with the service she
gets, she said, because "I know
that the teachers care more, and
they are more qualified [than
those at alternative schools]. I
know that [Claire] is going to
be taken care of, and she is
going to learn."
Marybeth Matta, who
teaches the multi-level class at
the school, said the format of
the school gives the children "a
chance to develop at their own
level and a good opportunity to
-· develop confidence."
The children are also
pleased with the school.
Chelsea, a shy 6-year -old, said
the school is "very fun. I learn a
lot."
Grace, also 6, said she likes
needed to help them make math
herteacherbecause, "She's my
friend." Grace also added that concepts come alive.
It means continually working
she likes to learn.
Matta said the environment with students like you, discovering
firsthand what you expect from the
at the school is "the best foundation for development. ... [the]
calculator you select.
children come in every mornThe result? Calculators that are
ing and immediately take out highly recommended by your
their books and start writing
teachers and peers. Calculators
and working with their numthat are perfectly matched to your
bers. They don't have to be
major and your coursework.
told, and they really enjoy it."
The TI,81 is a perfect example.
The Creative School is a
It
offers
the most comprehensive,
model program. Burghard said
easy,to,use graphing features
that the school also puts on eduavailable with extensive procational programs and workshops as well as a summer camp.
gramming capabilities.
As UCF's official educaAnd there are others.
tional research center for child
development, the Creative t
School is open to all UCF stu- ~
dents who are interested in volunteering or working there.
There are now 15 full-time
employees, six work-study
"Tradcmar
txas-'fosirumcnts Incorporated
Texas nsn-umcncs lnrnrponucd
1H000104B
employees and two volunteers.
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thing: make one of them a part ·
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You'll be on your way to work,
ing smarter. Instead of hardet.
Try the entire line of TI scien,
tific and business calculators at
your local TI retailer.
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Attorneys' poor image
perpetuated by corrupt
practices of a few
''What's the difference between a spenn and a
lawyer? At least with a spenn, one in a million
becomes a human being."
Between jokes, public opinion pools and the recent
demise of a lawyer in the movie Jurassic Park, the
indication is that lawyer popularity is at an all-time
low. In response to increasingly negative public
sentiment, the American Bar Association launched a
campaign this past summer to imorove the
profession's image. While exactly how the ABA
intends to do this remains a mystery, we feel the
causes of attorney scorn bear closer examination.
The very nature of the legal profession is at best
disheartening. Peopl~ hire lawyers because people
have either screwed up their lives, need legal advice,
seek to correct an injustice or have some pecuniary
interest. So naturally in the course of such proceedings, things invariably get ugly. This is perpetuated
by the very nature of the adversarial system in the
United States; two parties are pitted against each other,
and the one who has the stronger argument wins.
The adversarial system is.what initially sets the
stage for attorney ridicule. Because lawyers must
represent the interests of their clients to the best of
rowingup,l'dhave to
their ability, this compels many to do whatever it
say
Gilliagan and
takes to win a case, provided it is within the law. This .
ScoobyDoo'sShaggy
attitude is what make law and so repugnant to some:
weremytwo biggestheroes. Ah,
winning at any cost. Nevertheless, it is the attorney's
yes, but course, in my youthful
job to interpret facts the way that best benefit their
naivete, I was politically in~r.:
client. What most people find unacceptable, however,
rect. They should have been my
is that some attorneys believe it is necessary to cut
sheros, the gender-free, politipeople down in order to achieve this.
cally correct word for "hero."
The attorney's image is further damaged by
Right.
questionable practices that plague the profession. The
I know there's been about a million jokes made
attorney can pmposely prolong litigation, overl>ill
about political correctness, and I know that most
clients and claim an injury when none exists; all of
people view it as just that- a joke. But this nation is
which have a single motivation-money. And money
becoming increasingly PC-ized, and UcF is certainly
is the only significant factor when it comes to reprenot immune to it's presence. Consider, first, the folsenting a client.
lowing:
·
While all these problems are significant in che legal
•A University of California professor was repriprofession, it is a misconception that the majority of
manded forusing the word "pet," because it is insenlawyers engage in such practices. Most lawyers
sitive to the "rights" of animals.
respect .the legal system and do not manipulate it for
• At the University of California at Santa Cruz, a
:financial gain. Most are able to represent their client
woman (err... womyn) sued the school to replace the
within the confines of decency and fairness, without
icons on the bathroom doors, because they showed a
seeing the need to bring down others.
"petite, passive woman in a dress, and an aggressive;
As with many groups that are stereotyped, the
broad shouldered man in pants."
minority has successfully smeared the reputation of
•Earlier in the year, at (where else) the University
the majority . When one hires a lawyer, that lawyer is
of California, Santa Barbara, a group called CUNTS
a representative of his or her profession. When a
(Creative Underground Network of Truthful Sisters)
lawyer engages in questionable practices, people
plastered the campus with flyers reading ''The best
mistakenly assume such behavior is indicative of the
way to a man's heart is through his chest" (Rememwhole profession. This is what has lead to the over· ,.
ber, it's still politically correct to attack men!)
whelming negative public sentiment toward lawyers.
Let's take a look at the effects political correctness
It seems unjust, in a sense, to stigmatize any one group
has had on UCF. The best example I can think of
do to the activities of the minority.
occurred
this past summer when the university printed
The legal profession was once an honored and
on the front cover of the summer schedule, "Worlc on
respected profession, and there is no reason why it
your education this summer, not just your tan." Oh,
can't be again. But it is the responsibility of the
right. That can be construed as offensive to Africanmajority of attorneys who practice in the true spirit of
Americans.
Good thing I'm typing this column on a
the law to push for reform and to educate the public
computer, because I originally typed "blacks" instead
and themselves to that end.

~~T~5
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The folly of political correctness
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of "African-Americans." Anyway, just remember
that you paid part ofthe thousand plus dollars to reprint
all the schedules.
Or what about the search for a new provost? There
were no women finalists, so the search was delayed
while a woman finalist was recruited. Well, that did a
lot of good, as a man was ultimately selected. Now,
I'm not suggesting that a woman is not qualified to be
provost of this university; but, if a screening committee, which had female mr.mbers~ picked all male
finalists, perhaps then that there JUST WERE NO
QUALIFIED WOMEN CANDIDATES. It's a good
thing this school went through all the added expense
of recruiting a woman candidate. Those who want to
shove political correctness up all of our respective
butts have to learn that just because a woman is
selected over aman, there is not automatically gender _
bias.
Another area where political correctness has gotten out of hand is the issue of animals rights. The best
example I can think of involves aman in England who
was charged with cruelty to animals fornot feeding his
pet (pardon, "animal companion") fish for three days.
I'd like to think I'm not alone in seeing the absurdity
of this. The politically correct Animal Rights gestapo
has got to learn that animals are just that-animals.
Again, it ,snot like I dislike animals-quite the opposite. I have a pet rabbit which I love more than
anything, but if I ever lost my job and was starving, I
wouldri,t hesitate to put him in tl)e frying pan and eat
bunny-kabobs. It's just the way the food chain worlcs.
Fortunately for us, we're at the top.
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Was SG's cutting of AASU's budget a good idea?

A

n event occurred the last few weeks of school
last semester that shook our campus' already
delicate black/white relations. Maybe you've
heard something about it, although little was said. By
the end, nothing was left to be said. Instead, closedconversations occurred, tempers flared, and misunderstandings prevailed. Arguments from both sides were
expressed and often shouted. The meeting that had
started at 7 p.m. was entering its fifth hour, and by 1:30
a.m., Student Government had decided to reduce the
African-American Student Union budget.
For those like me who sat in a cold, hard chair and
listened attentively to six-and-a-halfhours of debating,
some of the debates having turned into bitter personalcharacter attacks, the final decision came as a great
disappointment, and to be perfectly honeSt, a blunt
slap-in-the-face.
Angry black students wrote letters to the editor
protesting SG 's decisions-none of which were printed.
Another slap-in-the-face. Hard feelings grew stronger.
Tears were even shed.
I was told by one person that I was "overreacting" to
the decision, and that I "should just forget about the
whole thing."
I was also told by another person that the "AASU
receives too much money to begin with." Both of these

contributions of African-Americans and to discredit
the implied, high-school history theory that Black
history begins with slavery. Black history extends well
beyond Middle Passage and Kunte Kinte. The mighty
pyramids and the Sphinx were made by black people.
statements got me so overworked that I had to walk
Medical surgery was perfonned in Africa 2,(XX) years
away.
before it was in Europe. Now scientists tell that we 're
. An argument was made that minority student
all descendants of one black woman. Imagine that.
Unions such as the AASU, the Hispanic-American
We've all got the same mother.
Student Association, and the Jewish, Muslim, and
That means the blond guy sitting next to me is my
Caribbean Student Unions only separate our students
brother, a.rid the Vietnamese giJ.i in front of me is my
into demographic groups. The belief exists that these
sister.
organizations encourage division, telling black people
Many people already know all of this, but most do
to hang out here and Orientals to go there. If ttiese
not. The budget cuts made will force the AASU to drop ·
people had ever once bothered to find out what these
one, maybe two, of its programs-programs that demorganizations conuibute, they would find their own
onstrate black pride and athievements.
statements invalid.
To many, like me, who listened to opposing arguments from people who had never attended an AASU
Speaking as a memberof the AASU, I can honestly
function but swore we did not need the money, it
tell you all that it is not a place where black pe~ple
seemed like a premeditated attack. The message was
come to hide out from white people. Nonetheless, it is
crystal
clear that, "Sure we care about you people and
nice to know that when I do have problems,-there is a
your
history,
blah, blah, but we want to see our Surf
place I know I can go where people of the same
Qub #I this year."
background and similar experiences can listen arid .
Congratulations, Surf Oub. You got the money.
understand WHERE I'M FROM.
Good luck this season. As for the African-American
Through the ~hool year, the AASU perfornis six
Student Union, we'll make due ... we'll get by on what
major programs designed to educate all students of the
we've got ... and we shall not be moved.

Why Not?

Chris Besaw

-\F UCt= BECOMES
THE SHARKS~ THEY
WOULD DO FlN
J-\AND StGNALS AT
SPORTS E\Jt:,NTS.

An innovative new direction for U.S. space program

I

n today's edition of The Science Nook we're going
to discuss some exciting developments in the field of
putting portholes in cows. But first we have a News
Update concerning Space Station Freedom.
As you may recall, Space Station Freedom was one of
several excellent science ideas that Ronald Reagan had
back in the 1980s, when the federal government had big
piles of spare money lying around. The space station's
scientific purpose was to provide a place where astronauts with nicknames like" Hoot" and' 'Skeezer'' could
float around and conduct vital experiments to detennine
what happens when you expose plants _and animals to
zero gravity.
Actually, we already know what happens to them.
They throw up. Even the PLANTS throw up. But that is
not the point. The point is that Space Station Freedom,
through a complex scientific process that is not understood by ordinary civilians such as yourself, dumps
money into the districts and states ofinfluential members
of Congress, thereby enabling them to claim that they
have created jobs, which is of course the fundamental
purpose of the federal government.
This is why we still pay subsidies to beekeepers. This
is why we still have military bases whose primary
purpose is to prevent the British from capturing Pittsburgh. This is why, when we build a major weapon,
rather than build it all in one place, we assemble it from
tiny Chiclet-sized pieces, each one manufactured in a
key district or state, always including West Virginia,
home of Sen. Robert "I'm Not A Large Albino Ferret,
But I Play One On C-Span" Byrd (D-Pork).
So the members of Congress were all for building a
ma1or space station, along the lines of the one featured in
the movie "200 I: A Space Odyssey." (They rejected the
option ofsimply purchasing the station used in the movie
which was actually filmed in outer space on the grounds

that it would not create enough jobs.)
So far we've spent around $9 billion on Space Station
Freedom, and we've made tremendous progress by
every conceivable standard-of measurement, except the
standard of having a station that we could put up in space.
To do THAT, we'd have to spend a LOT more money,
something like $20 billion, not including the outdoor
space barbecue grill option.
Ordinarily, our elected congresshumans would think
nothing of spending another $20 billion, but recently
they were shocked to discover, during a routine audit,
that a gigantic federal budget deficit had somehow
developed without anybody knowing about it or being
responsible for it or anything. So now they're cutting
spending like crazy. They even stopped fundjng the $11
billion superconducting supercollider, which was going
to benefit science by causing protons to whiz around in
Texas until they smashed into each other, thereby setting
off a subatomic reaction that physicists believe would
create thousands of tiny jobs.
There was talk of cutting the space station, too.
Fortunately, the project was saved when President Ointon
endorsed a plan for a scaled-down version, sort of aSpace
Station Freedom Lite, which will cost only another $10
billion (Take THAT, Mr. Pesky Deficit!). Of course the
size reduction will require certain compromises: We'll
have ro liSt smrul astronau::s with short nicknames and no
more than two pieces of carry-on luggage, and they'll
have to restrict their weightlessness experiments to very
tiny organisms, such as genns.

HOUSTON MISSION CONTROL: How're they
doin', Bo?
ASTRONAUT(Squintingintomicroscope):They're
throwin' up, Houston.
So Space Station Freedom has been spared for now,
but it still has many critics who wish to kill it altogether.
Wecannotallowthistohappenifwearetoremainafirstrate nation, defined as "A nation that spends way more
money than it has." We must keep up the pressure on
Congress to keep Space Station Freedom alive. Even if
it turns out to be too costly to launch into actual orbit, we
should go ahead and build it, to create jobs. We could
then put it in some area that could use a space station, such
as West Virginia.
Meanwhile, we should all be thinking about the
scientific implications of putting portholes in cows. This
is going on at Washington State University, according to
a Seattle Times article written by Bill Dietrich and sent
to The Science Nook by many alert readers. The article
states that an agriculture profes~r named Roger Calza
has installed a six-inch wide tube in the side of a cow so
that he can study what happens to undergraduates when
they peer directly into a cow ('They're throwin' up,
Houston." "Roger, Roger."
No, that's not the reason. Prof. Calza installed the
porthole so that he can detennine, for agricultural purposes, exactly what goes on in the interior of a working
cow's stomach. It tums out that the scientific answer is:
You don't want to know. Here at The Science Nook we
are very excited about this discovery, and we think
Congress should give Prof. Calza several billion dollars
so that he can create jobs by installing portholes in other
types cf ~rgarJsir.s. including cats, snakes, boats, et~.
Maybe we could even gain important scientific insights
into the legislative process by installing a porthole in the
head of a member of Congress. Speaking of space.
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"Pay Per View" service is pathetically worthless
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tis football season once again and I guess Budweiser
isgladtohearit. Thereisnotaman, womanorchild
alive who does not enjoy a refreshing beer and a
sporting event on television.
I am ready to relax this weekend and catch a good
football game. But wait a minute, I cannot see some of
the better games without buying into the latest attempt
to leach still more money from the already-empty pockets of the recession-hit consumers.
The rip-off piece-of-crap that I am referring to is Pay
Per View. Although it has been around for a number of
years now, it is really starting to annoy more and more
people.
Sporting events such as football, boxing and basketball have always been broadcasted free on the networks
to millions of Americans. It was a given; turn on.the
television on Saturdays and Sundays and see your favorite teams frolicking in colored uniforms. Our grandparents came-to expect it that way, and so should we.
It is not as if we as Americans are unwilling to do our
part. We shell out bucks for cable to see sports on say,
ESPN. Over 60 percent ofthe homes in the United States
are wired for cable, and some of us even buy premium
channels like HBO to see boxing.
This seems to be not enough for the money-hungry
Big Business boys in the cable industry who came up

with Pay Per View. I pay around $30 a month to see all
of the wonderful things already on cable, so I wantto pay
an extra 30 bucks for PPV about as much as I wantto wear
a Depend undergannent..
When PPV first came out, it was almost worth the
money to see the big-name events.
Well, not really. But, more and more, the networks\
and even the premium cable channels, are not carrying
the events, at least not live.
Now PPV can cheat the consumeroutofmore money ·
ina manner much like double taxation (i.e., pay for cable,
then pay again for PPV). As a result, PPV can charge $30
for second-rate events. For example, coming up in October onPPV is a boxing event in which the biggest names
are Michael Carbehal and Oscar De Lahoya. That is
quality entertainment that I want to spend $30or $40 on...
NOT. I am a big boxing fan, but those are two guys that
I should definitely be able to see for free on ESPN.
In addition to boxing, cable companies are now start- .
ing to put football games on PPV. )t is really getting
ridiculous. Before too long, just about everything is

going to be on PPV. The Superbowl, the World Series,
and the NBA playoffs, to name a few. There will
probably be PPV news, a PPV weather repon, or maybe
even aPPV preview.
As cable companies become more and more desperate
to charge people to see sports, I would watch for the
exciting PPVevent, "Two Guys Playing Catch."
Maybe I would pay if they had really cool and bizarre
events unavailable on netwmk television. How about
"Four-hundred-pound, Nude, Fat Chicks Wrestling In
Dog Urine?" Or better yet, "World Championship RatMaze Racing Inside Some Guy's Colon." That is
definitely something to see instead of paying to see
football, or paying $40 for non-title boxing matches that
will be replayed on Showtime two months later.
Maybe if we had a nation-wide boycott of PPV, cable
companies would realize that nobody ;.ants to shell out
big bucks to these greedy bastards. Write your congressman and tell him what a sham PPV is to the consumer.
All right, you don't have to, but consider that there is
a guy on every street corner that cannot even get $2 for
a meal, and yet cable companies charge $40 to see
something that should be your God-given-right to see on
normal cable anyway.
PPV is about as inno~_ative as the Pet Rock, and it
sucks the big one just the same.

Avoid Neurosis Expose your latent feelings in the.Future. We
are looking for opinion writers with diverse.backgrounds and
viewpoints. For more information, contact Jon at 823-NEWS
•

Hey, Bob Barker' You can -showcase this too
C
l l l\1l1fl• •lllllltll
orrection/Oarification: Due to an errorin editing: in last
week's column, the word
"smack"waschangedto"crack."
Sid Vicious was a smack addict,
not a crack addict
I was also referring to the
Sid Vicious who played bassguitarfortheSexPistols,
not the Sid Vicious who wrestles professionally for the
World Wrestling Federation; although he, too, would
make an excellent mascot for UCF.
_But enough of that; I have important things to
discuss here, so get comfonable, uncorlc (correCtion: ·
unscrew) a bottle of Mad Dog, and read this with
someone you love.
It's a new semester, and for me, the new semester
means a new ritucd. Last year, my ritual was sitting in
the bathtub everySunday morning listening to the
Velvet Underground, brooding about Bosnia(or something).

ll6111111Bl•l&1il
Now, however, I like to watch The Price is Right
and brood about combat boots (people will wear
anything to be fashionable, won't they?)
There's just something wonderful about The Price
is Right that I never realized until last week. I first
order a baked potato with sour cream and chives and
a large iced tea with lemon (it's part of the ritual, you
know). I then sit down and watch The Price is Right,
and suddenly I feel bette1· about m;self. Watching The Price is Right for an hour is the best
way I can think of to raise ~ne's self-esteem/selfrespect. I watch it and I think, "Well, Brian, you're a
dumb guy and all, but at least you know the actual
retail price of Rice-a-Roni,·~ _and "You sometimes act
like you have oo dignity, but at least you 're above
jumping up and down while shrieking "Higher!" or

"Lower!" or"One dollar!"
Everything about the show is brilliant. The Shell
Game! Squeeze! The Showcase Showdown! And how
about those Baiker' s Beauties? Hon, hon, hott stuff.
Pound for pound, I would have to say that Barker's
Beauties are the sexiest 55-year-old hostesses on television
I love the way Janice touches the products. Her
body language seems to say, "Oooooh! I'm so aroused,
running my hands up and down this jug of floor wax!"
Sometimes I wish that the humongous wheel you
spin to get to the Showcase Showdown would somehow come off ofits axle and steamroll a contestant (or
better yet, Bob Barlcer) That would be C,OQl
I also love the way you always know when they're
about to say "A NEW CAR!!!" There's always that
"dramatic pause" that ·gives it away every time.
I never thought that a show that glorifies greed and
consumerism could be so much fun. In the early weeks
of the semester, I finally found out.
Well, I guess that's all for this week. You can stop
reading now.

Classified

The Central F1orida Future

Must sell: Sofa & matching living
rm chair $75, 2 all-wood ooffee tables $25 each, new full-size bed
with frame $45, call 658-1881.

GREEK CORNER

ROOJl!IMATES

Li:Dt-Thanks to everyone who
played a part in recruiting!
BROTHERS: speaker@ 7 p.m.
Wed. PROUD TO BE A DELTA
SIG!

Non-Smoking roommate to share
3 bed/2 bath house in quiet area
near UCF. Pool, tennis, cable, W/
D. $250/month + 1/2 utilities call
273-9538.

CLUB INFO

FOR RENT
~

~

1
1
------------

2ft. 9-inch brown GE mini refrigerator$80 Call Dawn sn-0799 leave
message.
Diamond engagement ring 112 carat 1-1 clarity white round appraised
$1500, sell $500 call Jeff 8303106.
1-------------1

SCUBA! SCUBA!! SCUBA!!!
UCF Dive Club meeting Thu. 9/9
5-7 p.m. Call Andrew for more
info-382-8007. Let's get wet!!!!
1-------------1

Bedrm/Bath Kitchen Priv. 113 util.
Cable access. Grad or Senior pref.
No Smoke. Quiet area, pools, tennis avail. No deposits. 7 mi. from
UCF. $215 p/m. Call Shirley at
823-5842or281-6533after2p.m.
avail. 8130.

Sofa & 2 upholstered chairs $225,
Kenmore microwave $75 all excel. cond. Need to sell 740-0896.

1-------------1

3 pc.. Sleeper sofa, loveseat, endtbl. $125.00 Entertainment ctr.
75.00, 2 Dressers $25.00 ea.
BooksheH 15.00. 365-9293 all it
ems must go.

1

UCF Gay & Lesbian Student
Union meets regularly -8235107 for info.

1985, well-maintained; extended
cab, bed-liner, JVC Audio, new AC.
$3250. Call UCF-3858 or (407)
671-4951.

Earn while you learn. 2000 per READ BOOKS for pay Earn $100
month-10 to 15 hours a week. per rnle, free details
For appt. call 831-7889.
Rush S.A.S.E. to P.O Box 14231
1
- - - - Gainesville, FL 32604
Retail position formal wear/Alt.+----- - - - - - - - - ;
Spng. area, flexible PIT hourse inFree Money-For College
eluding weekends. Call 260-5252
NO JOKE!
& ask for Heidi.
Millions-where it is
and how to find it
Part-time office clerk needed to
Free Information, call
perform multiple duties including
(813) 328-3304
filing, running errands, preparing
mail and UPS. MiJ~i have positive
attitude & drivers license. 20 hours
TYPISTS
a week. Please call 331-404 for
an interview.

i - - - - - - - - - - -1

Join Now National _Organization
for Women will meet Wed. Sept. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - +
8 at 4:00 in the S.O.L. Open to Large efficiency, 600 sq. ft., All
~e_v_ery_o_n_e_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ kitchen appliances. University & + - - - - - - - - - - - 436. Central Heat and air. 1-year For sale--Apple lmagewriter with
lease. Avail. 9-15, $350 mo. 671- 2 boxes of paper, $150. 9a11 2494099.
2206
If your group needs money, conside r the facts about our
FOR SALE
fundraiser..... no up-front money
HELP WANTED required, no risk-you can't lose
money, it's fast, easy and luc;:ra- Nikon N 4004 camera AF fully autive. The last UCF group that tomatic. Comes with 2 lenses plus
City Nights Valet
participated achieved 100% sue- . carry bag. Value $900 sell for $475 Looking for clean-cut, athletic,
cessl!I Hurry, space is limited. For more info call 679-8180.
hard-working people to fill valet
Call 6n-7607.
parking positions. Must be in exChevrolet S-10 Pickup Truck,

Sett- 8, 1993

cellent physical condition. Must
be over 21. Great pay and flexible
scheduling. Perfect PT job for college students. Call 849-0670 for
interview.

Wanted-Sunday night server dinner Pi Beta Phi sorority. Dinner
provided. Call Ms. Singer 2732603.

WP6.0, EDITING, APA, etc. 3660538
1-----------__,
Typing
Call Nancy 740-5592. Five years
HELP WANTED-4 POSITIONS with UCF. Reasonable rates.
AVAILABLE Receptionist 9 a.m.-1
p.m. M-F, Receptionist 1 p.m.-5 PAPERS TYPED-$1.25 per
p.m. M-F, Sales/Event Planning page. Quick turn around. Ask
20-30 hrs/week, Membership Asst. about my frequent user program.
20 hrs/week, $5/hour; close to For more information call Bonnie
UCF; casual atmosphere; reliable at 366-5612.
transportation a must-call 677- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - 9501
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
Since 1986 for all student needs.
SERVICES
IBM & Laser equip. Same day
service avail. We've moved, call
for info. 277-9600
Claybrooke Home Resume Ser- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - vice Custom resumes $5.00 off KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735.
special Call Tracey 896-7347
Term Papers & Resumes at TERRIFIC RATES 281-8888, M-S 9-9
WP5.1 & DSKTP.

Nowyou can go to the library
witlioutleavmg your room
Interactive programs on CD-ROM
cover every subject from politics to physiology.
And they incorporate sound, animation, music
and video clips. So ordinary topics become
more e,cciting, involving and relevant.

~
~

Because a single CD-ROM disc stores more
information than 500 floppy disks, you'll be able~
instantly access encyclopedias, dictionaries and
_
extensive databases-all with the click ofa mouse.

Bring your papers, projects and presentations to
life by incorporating photos, clip art and a huge variety
oftype fonts-all available on CD-ROM.

Plug in apair ofself-powered
speakers and the CD-ROM drive plays audio
CDs too -so you can work away,
while listening to your favorite music.
/
·

We'll even help you start
your oum CD-ROM library. Buy the
Macintosh Centris 610 now, and you'll
also receive the CD-ROM gift pack:
two discs that include an electronic
encyclopedia., a dictiona.ry, interactive
rock videos, music for your audio
CD player and more (worth $3219.

CD-ROM technology brings vast new
capabilities to the desktop. Which is why, soon,
more and more computers wi/,l include a CD-ROM
drive. Buy one, and you're making an
investment that will last you well into the future.
Apple Macintosh Cenlris nr 610
8/2'30 with CD-ROM, Macinlosh OJ/or
Display and Apple &tended Keyboard II. 12J(J)

CD-ROM technology puts libraries of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. VISit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple Computer Loan: And 'the Macintosh Centris"' 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh~ The power to be your best~ • •
11

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am • 4:30pm Mon· Thurs and Fri 8:30am • 4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226

•
•

•
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Unless you have been in a cloistered convent the past few
months, it would be hard to say you have not heard about the great-usedcompact-disc controversy. In a world that seems to have no end of
injustice, the music industry, too, is out to get us. There are a growing
number of independent and chain stores that are now purchasing used
compact discs for resale. k is a perfectly legal entetprise, similar to the
used-car business. The conflict comes from the money-hungry artists
and distributors who feel that they are being cheated by the resale·of
used discs. The royalty wanted by the music industry is analogous to a
car company, like Chevrolet, wanting a cut from the resale of a vehicle.
In the eyes of the retailer, the distributors have made their money from
that sale and are entitled to nothing, just as a car maker does not benefit
from a used-car sale.
The retail price for CDs is slo~ly rising with some retailing for
as much as $16.99 for a single disc, while the production cost remains
at a little more than $1 per disc. The majority of the stores dealing in
used discs purchase them from the consumer, who has either tired of the
disc or just didn't like it as much as he thought he would. In exchange
for the disc, the consumer gets cash or store credit on the average of $3
to $6 per disc, depending on the inventory of the store and the likelihood
of resale.
At the forefront of the issue is country star Garth Brooks,
music industry's top-selling performer of the year. Despite the fact that
he has more money than any one person could reasonably spend in a
lifetime, he supports the distributors who feel that a royalty should be
paid on each resold CD, and that if no royalty can be legally collected,
the resale should be outlawed entirely. Warner, Electra and Atlantic
Records, along with Sony Music, have publicly protested the sale of
used CDs and has threatened to withhold distribution of new releases
to any store selling used discs.
In a minor victory for the consumer, Brooks' latest release "In
Pieces" was released on Tuesday, Aug. 1. Despite pleas made by
Brooks, his distributor released the disc nationwide to all retailers,
including those who deal in used compact discs. The other card in the music industry's hand is the allocation of funds paid to record stores for
in-store advertising space. Distributors hope that by withholding funds
from stores who sell used CDs, they can force the stores to refrain from
the practice.
The national chain Wherehouse Records has been the target of
m~toftheindustry'sattacks.IthasremovedBrooks'productsfromit:e

shelves in protest. A "Garth.Brooks Barbecue" is presently on tour
across the nation, allowing disgruntled consumers the opportunity to
vent their frustration by burning Brooks' tapes and CDs.
There are no major-chain stores in the Central Florida area
selling used CDs at this time. Management at Peaches Music and
Video refused to comment on the subject. There are, however, many
local independent stores selling both new and used tapes and CDs,
plus a lot more.
In a move to combat the guerrilla tactics of the music
industry, a letter of protest is available at both East-West locations.
The letter allows you, the consumer, to tell BMG records (the
distributor for Arista and other labels) how you feel apd shop.
·Consumers are encouraged to write to allmajorrecordlabels to voice
their opinions. Some of the major distributors' addresses are listed
below.
WEA (Warner, Electra and Atlantic)-75 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, NY 10019-6908. WEA is a subsidiary ofTimeWarner, the same company that distributes Body Count (and
removed the song "Cop Killer'' from their album), R.E.M., and
10,000 Maniacs.
Sony Music-the parent company of other distributors as
well. Soul Asylum is signed to Columbia Records, one of Sony's
subsidiaries. Sony Music is located at 666 Fifth Ave., P.O. Box
4455,New York, NY 10101-4455.
A& M Records-P.O. Box 118,Hollywood, CA 90078.
Fans of Sting may want to contact A & M. Being a spokesman for
human rights, Sting probably is on our side in this matter.
Island Records-the distributor for U2 is located at 14 E.
14th Street, New York, NY 10012.
In the interest of the financially-concerned, student-type
person (you and me), I canvassed the Orlando area in search of the
saviors of collegiate music enthusiasts. This is what I found.
In College Parle there is Alobar Music and Books (formerly M:unnur). The store specializes in new and used books,
compactdiscsandnewcassettes.AlobarislocatedjustoffEdgewater
Drive at 7C1J W. Smith Street There is usually at least one "buyer''
on duty to evaluate the CDs brought in by customers. Used CDs are
bought back on the basis of the existing used stock's potential for
resale and condition of the disc. Discs are purchased for $3 to $6
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CALENDAR

UCF CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER
PRESENTS

~,,,

FREEDOM
FROM

O~NQ

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

l

a unique program to help you
KICK THE CIGARETTE HABIT!

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution

ORIENTATION ·

CUFFHANGER

SEPT. 9
6:30 & 9 P.M.
WILD PIZZA

September 22,
l993
QUIT DATE

October 13, 1993
All Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!
Sessions are Wednesdays, 1-2 PM

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
823-5841

UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For informatio~ or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room 210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Government Association

THE BODYGUARD
SEPT. 12
6:30 & 9 P.M.
WILD PIZZA
POTENTIAL
FRENZf
SEPT.14
9P.M.
WILD PIZZA
:

-~/

SADE with DIGABLE
PLANETS
SEPT. 21 8 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA
BELLY with
RADIO HEAD
SEPT. 24 8 P.M.
VISAGE
BAD RELIGION &
GREEN DAY
SEPT. 24 8 P.M.
THE STATION
DEPECHE MODE
with THE THE
OCT. 5 7 :30 P.M.
ORLANDO ARENA
LENNY KRAVI1Z
with BUND MELON
OCT. 9 5 P.M.
THE EDGE
CYPRESS HILL with
HOUSE OF PAIN
OCT. 17 4 P.M.
THE EDGE
'--------~

With Visa~ you'll be accepted at more than
I0 million places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be~

1...-.---------------------------©VtSaU.S.Alnc.1993
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(single disks) and resold for
$6 to $9. Alobar features a
variety of CD singles and
new CDs, including a large
selectionofaltemative, world
music and
R&B/soul
music. In the
back of the
store there is a
large selection
of used books
and vinyl LPs.
Standard
hours apply,
with shortened
hours on Sundays. Alobar
runs a mailing
list with infonnation on upcoming releases and special
offers.
On the north and
south ends of Orlando you
can find East-West
Records. East-West has
been open since 1971 and
offers new and used compact
discs and new cassettes at
both locations. Like Alobar,
most CDs in good condition
will be purchased for resale
from $1 to $5. Discs are re- .
sold for $6 to $10 and all
usedCDshaveaqualityguarantee.- A refund or exchange
will be made if a disc proves
defective. _In addition to the
tapes and CDs.East/West has
a variety of accessory items,
including pins, rolling paper
and tickets for many shows
not carried by Ticketmaster.
In the downtown
area near Lake Ivanhoe is
Rock and Roll Heaven. R
& R _Heaven, open since
1977, has a large number of
compact discs available for
resale plus a variety of new
discs. R&RHeavenspecializes in vinyl. The bins are full
oflong-play albums and 45s. ·
R & R stocks over 30,CXX>
45s for sale and well over
10,CXX) LPs. Special orders
and rare records are available. lrey also sell used VHS
movies and new concert-tour
shirts. Even without a lot of
money, it is a neat place to
visitjustto see the old records
and the walls that are lined
with memorabilia, some of
which has been sold to buyers from Hard Rock Cafe.
Ooser to UCF is
Waxtree Records. Waxtree
is like the others in that it sell
new and used CDs, and it
also sells new and used cassettes. Waxtraxcaniesalarge
selection of decals and stickers for various bands, tee
shirts, and concert tickets.
The store also carries cassettes and CDs by local bands.
Again CDs are resold for $6
to $10.

s

A

An alternative to the
record shops are pawn shops.
Many local pawn shops deal
in used CDs. Cash America
Pawn, a chain with locations
throughout Central Aorida,
has a decent
selection with
a special price
of three CDs
for $14.95 .
·There is, however, anabll!ldance of MC
Hammer and
Vanilla Ice
CDs in the

pawn shops.
These CDs are
sold for a better price, but, as
in all dealings with pawn
shops, sales are "as is," so
buyers should beware ofdamaged goods.
•Michael J. Christopher
Revelation Writer
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Alobar Music
Rock&
Roll

& Books
(fonnerly

Heaven

Munnur)
709 West
Smith St.
Orlando, FL
(1 Mile West
ofl-4 Near
Edgewater
Drive)
(407-) 8413050

1814
North
Orange
Ave.
Orlando,

FL
(407)
8961952
Photo/DeHoog

East-West Records
(2 Locations)
4895 South Orange Ave. Orlando FL
(Between Pinecastle and Edgewood)
(407) 859-8991
240 North Orlando Ave. Winter Park,
FL
(Just South of the Winter Park Mall)
(407) 647-3655

Waxtree Records

3092 Aloma Ave. Winter
Park, FL
(Comer of 436 and Aloma)
the Semoran Shopping Center)
(407) 677-8897

Check it out

The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP48G

The new HP 48G graphic calculator gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot les8 than you think

G:etmore
. Push a button, choose from the
pull-down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data is that easy.
·View 3-D graphs.
. Access over 300 built-in equations.
. Perform algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
·Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.
•Work with different units of
measure. The HP 48G .will convert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation it'll convert them.

Get more ... for less

·Compare prices - the HP 48G fits
your budget

Special introductory offer*
When you buy an HP 48G or
HP 48GX, you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for cormecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard,
or store HP 48 files and programs
on your desktop PC.
Pick up a coupon at your college
bookstore.

F//dl HEWLETT

Ii:~ PACKARD

*Offer good while supplies last on purchases
made from August I, 1993 through
October 31, 1993. See coupon for terms
and conditions.
©Hewlett-Packard Company. PG 12306B
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FA
MODERN
DAY
FOOL
BY ANDREW VARNON
.c!epec11e Mo DE

Hey, let's get a petition circling and notify the
powers that be that we 're sick
and tired of this death thing.
We have a right to know
what's going on here, right?
A little petition demanding
the facts about the other side;
everybody would sign it. Fivebillion signatures? They'd
have to take notice.
Too bad
lifeisn'ta
bureaucracylike
· our beloved national
government.
What am
I think ..
ing? We 're lucky that there
are still things· beyond our
control! Can you imagine? A
filibuster in the universal senate blocks continuation of
Earth's orbit around the sun,
republican~ claim, "Don't
blame us, we voted for Bush,"
and people filing lawsuits
against the sun for skin
cancer...we'd be up a creek!
You know, somewhere out there, there's a
physicist working our a unified theory of the universe.
Can you imagine? One set of
equations that could describe
the workings of L.he ~ntire
· universe?
Stephen Hawking
once tried to prove that the
universe would at one point

in time reverse direcl.ion and ·

replay itself back ·in time
until the universe collapsed .
back into one point like a
black hole. Everybody, orgy
at the center ofthe universe!
Luckily, one man
could never completely understand the rules to this
game. We only get our little
_peek, each of us. That is
how it is.
That is the
only thing
you can really be
sure of:
your own
existence.
So trust in
it! That's
what I figure.
Wnen the sur. sets,
it's beautiful. Itdoesn'tmatter that it is composed of
odd-angled refractions ofthe
sun through the atmosphere
and reflections from the
clouds. Knowinghowithappensdoesn'tmatter. It's universal. Even the smallest
child can enjoy it.
So here it is, folks.
This is your life. Listen to
ol' Bob, don't let other
people tell you what to think.
You have little enough control over the rest of what
goes on around you anyway. Within yourownmind,
you sit on the highest chair. .,
Make the most of it. Think
for yourself.

Don't follow
leaders and watch
your parking
meters.
-Bob Dylan

199.:t BSN
STUDENTS.

immediately after graduation - without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF HEAL TH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF
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See bags at Columbian Leather &Luggage and the Campus Book Store.
-Talk about bags at 1-800-262-8282.

~
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STORY BY CRAIG
While munching on stale corn chips and salsa and envi-

~AZER

N: So far we have analyzed Dave: 'Violence against women.,

sioning the melted enchillada that I was about to order, photogra-

Go Pete.

pher Justin Best amd I discussed the wretched buffalo head

P: Um, Evil Dead- it totally changed my life. I'm being

adorning the wall directly above us. We were then approached by

serious. I related everything to that movie after. Okay, now

thecasually-dressed trio ofNorah Salmon, Peter.Oldrid and Dave

don't laugh-Fried Green Tomatoes.

otherwi~e known as Potential Frenzy.

They ~at down as we began

D: You liked Driving Miss Daisy, too, didn't you?

talking.
P: I have a great question for Norah. Someone asked her this
.·

Craig: All right, go ahead, you guys start talking.
Dave: Oh, oh, we have to do it. Okay, I'll do the interview. Well

once and she had a great answer. Okay, if you could go back to

Pete, if you could have any bands you wanted, what would be your
dream show?

what would you be doing?
N: I think I said, I'd go back and kill the Romans that trashed

Peter: Any show I wanted? Okay, opening up, The Buzzcocks.

Alexandria and burned the books; I'd go back and kick their

Everyone would drink milk, like at the old, hardcore shows. Then

asses and save all the knowledge that was lost in those books.

us-we would play. Then the Neighborhoods, the Ramones, oh,
and Joan Jett would be part of the Ramones. There would be free

C: Now I get to ask a question. Have you guys ever done

any time period that you wanted, when woul~ you go back and

marshmal-

anything a

lows (I love

little crazy

marshmal-

or wacky,

lows). Also,

maybestu-

the Sex Pis-

pid,

tols would

stage?

be back, with

N:

Sid

of

to go off as
hard as I

C: Okay,

can every

now

show and

course.
your

on
I try

. give the

tum Dave.

D: Open-

kind

of

ing up, the

show

I

Troggs, then

would like

the Sonics

to see.

(raw original

D:

punk out of,

did do that

· believeitornot,Seattle). ThentheBuzzcocks, the Jam, Television,
Gang of Four, the Vapours, the 1968 version of the Who and a real

We

short set by the Beatles. Also Japan would play, and the Ramones

thing at
Oub Nowhere. These two kids were going into the bathroom
and asked us to wait before we did ournext song, and since they

and Sex Pistols would play together-oh, and Thee Headcoats.

were the only ones really into the show, we waited. While they

Norah: My t-cm. E•stTd start the show by completely exploding

were in th~_,bathroom we made up this s0ng about pee.

•

everybody's brains by having Bikini Kill open up. Then L7, old x,
theQash ....

C: Do you have goals to be big ... to make·it?

P and D together: Oh, we forgot the aash.

P: Yeah, of course!

N: Also 999, Gang of Four, Midnight Oil again, Edith Piaf,

N: Why not? If anyone, s got a shot, we do. We've got all the

Concrete Blonde... I've got to stop, I could go on and on.

basic ingredients.
D: I play what I wanna play and that's basically power-pop

D: What's your favorite movie, Norah?

music, which is what I love and that is why I'm doing it at the

N: I really believe favorite movies say alot about a person. Okay,

ripe old ageof26. It'snotthatl'm trying to be thenextPearlJam.

Time Square, a high-school mentality rock-and-roll film.

It's playing what I like and have always liked. I know people in

bands who have played one style, and two years later are playing
At this time there was an interruption by the waitress, who

another style just so they fit in, and it's like....Fuck that!

informed us that thereweren' tfree re.fills on iced tea or soda. This

N: I agree with Dave.

was a disturbing fact.
C: What kind of stuff do you listen to in your own time?
N: Dave, you go.

N: Edith Piaf, a French singer, dark, French....

D: I was thinking Blood Sucking Freaks. There's this guy, and he

C: Do you know French?

keeps a cellar full of women and does experiments on them, and he

N: No, but I can recognize some words.

doesn ,t even feed them. But one of my favorite movies would have

D: I've been listening to Thee Headcoats.

to be Spinal Tap.
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A revelation of immense magnitude suddenly
(and without proper notice)
entered the quasi-simplistic
mind of John Doxey: he hated
dogs.

•

sically let any idiot (i.e. John)
purchase a lethal weapon.
(As this story takes
place in no particular city ot
state, the reader should not infer
th a t

;::ii (\ 0c; ~- L- ~~~:!l
~~r=~ '\}A SHORT STORY/

;e~ ~

:~:s;

:::::

BYDAVEBAUER .

~;:;~ 0TLr-'c::.-~t:~:~

worst
name
of all,._____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______." Th. e
several members of the species Lonestar State,"
or that
have the innate tendency to is home to a NFL Football team
defecate in his yard.
named the Cowboys, or is the
"From now on," John sight of a historical battle inbellowed in a most command- volving a man named Santa
ing voice, "I shall devote my Anna.)
life to the eradication of dogs!"
(For those less intelliJohn paused for a mo- gent readers, the previous parament. He realized he didn't re- graph was a cheap shot at Texas.)
ally know what "eradication"
After purchasing a shiny
meant, buthe like the sound of new .357 Magnum, John emit.
barked on his mission to rid the
First, John thought, he world of fu~ mammals that
would need some sort of barked. The first dog he saw was
weapon with which to exter- a small poodle being taken for a
minate every miserable dog. A walk by its owner, an elderly
gun seemed like a logical ~ady.
choice. Fortunately for John,
John looked at the dog
he lived in a state that had le- and smiled. Slowly, he undid
nient gun control laws and ba- the safety catch on the gun,

placed his finger on the trig- congregate, and where there are had fired a few shots, everyone
ger, and fired.
dog owners, there are sure to be continued on with their busi"Heh Heh Heh dogs.
ness, oblivious to John's anniHEEEEHHHH!" John exWithin a few minutes, hilation of all things small and
claimed as he drooled slightly. J~hn had arrived at the park. To furry.
"One down, the rest to go!"
his delight, there were several
By the end of the.day,
The elderly lady dog owners taking their dogs John had reduced the amount of
stopped, mortified at what had for walks. John drew his weapon live dogs by 43. A proverbial
just happened. She stood there and prepared to fire.
drop in the bucket, John realfor quite some time, staring at
Granted, the act of ized, but nevertheless a start.
the remnants of her fonner wielding a fireann in public in With a distinct sense of accompet.
broad daylight is a sure means plishment, he headed home.
From a distance, John of attracting attention to oneJohn was almost home
watched the old woman. A self. Unfortunately for the oc- when he noticed that ~~veral
tear began to trickle do~n his_.. cupants of the park (especially Korean restaurap.t owne '" were
face as he saw the somber.. the ones with dogs), the area in waitingforhim by his door. They
countenance that adorned the which they live has a very high waved at him, and just as he was
oldlady'sface.Foramoment, rate of violent crime, and thus about to wave back, a RalstonJohn thought he was undergo- seeing a deranged man holding Purina delivery truck took a coring remorse. Then he remem- a gun is nothing out of the ordi- ner too fast, spun out of control,
bered that it was just allergies nary for them. Even after John and killed John instantaneously.
to the wool
sweater he
was wearing.
John
continued on
his rampage.
"To
the park!"
John shouted
out loud.
· How foolish
of him not to
start his mission there, he
thought. The
park is the
most natural
...,
place for dog
owners to

-
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FALL BEDDING SPECIAL
®rF>~©Offi\!L

MATTRESS SETS

rF>IIBO©~®

lf©IIB
QJJ ©[F ®'TI'QJJ ©~!Nl'TI'®

$49 each
Full $55 ·each
Queen $69 each

Twin

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE
SAME DAV FREE DELIVERY

2 ALTERNATIVE
2 BE TRUE
AL11RNA11VE WEI STATIC 2
Every Friday Night • Cost $5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Laser Static 2
10:30 p.m - Alternative Las~r Static 2
_Midnight - PINK FLOYD: Wish You Were Here

Raise as Much as You
Want In One Weeki

FRATS! SORORITIES!
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Muchas You
want In OM Week!

$100 ••• $600... $15001

$100 •••$600 •••$1500 !

GREEKS! CLUBS!
STUDENT GROUPS!

Market Applcottons for Citibank

VISA, MCI, SEARS. AMOCO efc.
con tor your FREE T·IHIRT and to
quolty IOI FREE TRIP to MTV

SPRINQ IREAK '94.
. 65.

Market Applications for the

hottest credit card everNEW GM MASTERCARD.
Users eam BIG DISCOUNTS
on GM CARS! Qualify for FREE
T-SHIRT & 194GMCJIMMY.
Call 1-800-950-1039, ext 75 .

Every Saturday Night • Cost '$ 5.00
9:00 p.m. - Alternative Lasdtxstatic 2
10:30 p.m - Alternative Laser Static 2
Midnight - PINK FLOYD: Wish You iJ./ere Here
' Seating is limited and on a first-come, first-served basis
prices and shows subiect to change without notice.

\J>::~'i)~..

O~,\~~ ~~
~(,~ \--.
_...l

Sponso.. d by The Orlando Sentinel

·,I

Orlando Science Center I John Young Planetarium
810 E. Rollins Street• Orlando, FL 32803 • 407-896-7151
Take 1-4 to e.xit 43, 1I4 mile East on left in Loch Hoven Park.
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POTENTIAL continued from 18

Two great HP 48 calculators
to choose from:
FG'll HEWLETT

~
. . PACKARD

P: rve been listenirig to The
Freeze and The Jam.
N: Also, Gang of Four and X.
We '11 be old and in our rockers
listening to Social Distortion.
C: Have you ever played a
show and were like, "what the
hell are we doing here?"
N: Yeah, we played the Blue
Hill Saloon in Daytona.
P: It was all these old bikers
and during the sound check
this guy started yelling at me.
It ended up that they had to
throw this guy out before the
show even started. Norah was
ready to leave.
N: I was so pissed.
P: We played really fast and
did only four songs.
i>: You guys opened for the
Ramones, is that a major point
of your career so far?
N: Second to opening for the
Buizcocks.
J: Finally, what would be
your message to the children
oftoday? N: Tum off the television.
D: If you 're into music, get
into it, if not, get out!
P: Leave your drum machine
at home.

Then the bill came and time
had to be spent counting
, money. From there we went
into the parking lot where we
set offfireworks, Dave almost
set his hair on fire and Pete
strapped on roller skates and
roamed the parking lot. All in
all, I had a great time with a
great, great, great band. Check
them out Sept.14th at the Wild
Pizza.

Bored?

----

FRENZY

International Calculator
Announces:
•HP 48GX Graphic
Expandable
The best calculator for
your education and your
career - 128 KB of RAM
built in, plus expandability.

Tired of watching TV?
Let us know what's on your mind. Send us letters,
drawings, paintings or any fonn of writen communication. You'll receive a reply within three days.

•HP 48G Graphic
32-KB RAM built in.
All HP 48GX features
includedcexcept plug-in options. An excellent choice
when plug-in expandability is not a requirement.

Write to us at:

Revelation
C/0 1be Central Florida Future
P.0. Box 25000
Orlando, Fl 32816

Call Don O' Rourke at 898-0081
International Calculator & Computer, 2916 Corrine Dr.

<

i

'

(Offer expires only when you do.)

<

Advertising, Marketing, PR
and Business Majors:
Gain valuable experience
and commission working
for the Central Florida
Future. Work your own
hours, and have something meaningful to put
on a resume instead of
your McJob. Call Chad
or Steve at UCF-2601 to
get started ~n your career.

Get an AT&T Universal MasterCard and you'll be eternally grateful.
Because ifs more than just a credit card that's free of annual fees forever.
It's also an AT&T Calling-Card that currently gives you a 100/o discount
on already competitive AT&T Calling Card rates. It's all part of The i Plan;~M

•
THE1:LAN"

To apply, come by our booth on campus or call
1800 438-8627.

ATs.T
Q

1993ART

'
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PROFESSIONAL PERSONALIZED CARE
• General Practice
• Workers Compensation

•GYN
• Physical Examinations
• Minor Emergencies

GYN
EXAM

~

WHY PAY RENT?

•All Ages
8:30 - 6:00pm

COLONIAL PARK · .
,
Rued on aales price of
~.900 Loan Program FHA.
I yr ARM 2/1 ~)'down off al

Sit illtereste lit year. Pay rate
fil'lt yeu- 3'1. ll\llUll
cap1 of l '1. Ufe cap al SS,
margin M. 3'1 M!P reg per
FHA. APR to be ated. $291.32
P&l. RAte ud temw aibject .
to dwige Wlhout notice.
P.ymenta llad are formontha
1-16.Montha 17-2193'1, montha
29-40. 4'1, '1..S:Z • 5'1.

AFFORDABLE· BUY· DEMETREE
1519 Brookebridge Drive • Orlando, Florida 32825

(407) 381-9238
Mar~eted By Continental National Inc.,

Lie. Real Estate Broker

'

COMING SOON TO ATHEATRE NEAR YOU.
:1~ ~,~ l f;i[~Jl l!l l!J~l ~1'~l~ ~ l

Student Spee ial ! ! ! ]l;l l lJ:l !~ l l!~!l :!l ! l~l:!~l!~!~jlj!~!

FITNEllll

THE

•Friendly Atmosphere

)

,---.-FiEE----,
I ENROLLMENT WITH
I
ANY ANNUAL
I PROGRAM WITH TIUS
I COUPON STUDENTS

t, __________
$19.95 PER MONTH

I
I
I
I

j

.,/

• Personal Training
• Computer Fitness Testing
• Co-Ed facility
•Free Weights
•Aerobics

5905 Kirkman Road
Across From Universal Studios

• Exercise cycles
• Stairdimbels

•n.boBikes
• Strint Circuit Training
• Body Building
• Weight Loss
·Juice Bar

•Nursery
• Private Lockers
• Private Showers

ORLANDO
FITNESS

s
H

M
0
R
A
N

-

CONNECTION

G

o P'I .

L 0
D It -

E S
N1v

E. COLONIAL DR./ ST ATE RD. SO ~ ~

MON THURS
SATURDAY

D

HOURS
6 AM 11 PM
FRIDAY 6 AM-10 PM
9 AM 8 PM
SUNDAY 12 PM-5 PM

M15 E. COLONIAL Qli.. • ORLANDO. FL 32807 • 658-8000

Bread baked and beer brewed on
premises. Try us for lunch or dinner! ·
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MOVIES
•

µit

Three Things
You Need When Going to
Los Angeles:
1. a gun
2. an ample supply of cocaine
3. the ability to use tour-letter words more
than three times in one sentence.

True Romance
Picture this: you're a loser who works in a comic
store. Your boss who doesn't think you get out
enough so he hires a whore so you can get laid. It
turns out, however, that this is the first time this girl
has ever screwed and she is the type of girl who
believes in a monogamous relationship. Two hours
later you're married. You go kill her pimp (and
everybody else in the room), steal his cocaine and
take off for L.A.
Put Top Gun -director Tony Scott holding
the wheel and screenwriter Quentin Tarantino pushing down the accelerator and you have the makings
of a truly great motion picture.
Christian Slater does his best Jack Nicholson
impression (yet again) as Clarence, a quiet, little boy
. who starts killing everybody after he gets married
(some of us know the feeling).
Pa- tricia Arquette plays Alabama, who is great in
bed and in a phone booth, as director Scott loves to

•W•.&d
II Klj'ngdom

o•• ,,,bu••o by fobun•

By

H O

out. Also, she has
the supreme knack of being
able to kick anybody's ass using a corkbottle opener, a toilet-tank lid and the sparkling
combinaticn of a.TI aerosol can and a lighter. Dennis
Hopper plays Slater's father (that's a first) who's a
cop (that's another), Val Kilmer i~ Elvis (enough
said) and Christopher Walken is a Sicilian (that will
be the day). Gary Oldman, who embellished the
artistic edge of Dracula last year, plays a wretched
scumbag who tears out people's eyes at every given
oppurtunity. Bronson Pinchot (of Perfect Starngers
fame) plays a spineless, gutless, worm-eating lush
who loves to ski and ride rollercoasters. What more
could you ask for?
Sushi with raw tuna and whipped cream?
The sex and violence just keep coming.
But seriously, the film is a masterplay of
pacing, jumping from tender recollection to sexual
passion to blatant anger. The cast is so diverse in
steering away from stereotype that at times the film
seems almost real.
The obtrusive use of violence, although
explicit by Hollywood standards, is manipulated for
. a more mental reaction. Like the violence of The
Godfather, the audience is forced to sympathize with
the characters' emotional situations rather than their
immediatP. a~tion.

..

..

Courtesy/Warner Bros.

M•d•• s..." ..

~thomy l•bimo, Jr.

"Laugh at yourself firsf, before anyone else can."-Elsa Maxwell

How to ·Tell if You're an Idiot
Answer the following muhiple choice questions, ond find out!

You art 111t ii a l•g lne for tlit ditci out CCMllttr at
tht !P'OClfY store. The dtd rilgs up y• poetries 111•
;ves you '• total. You ...
0 l. pay in msh, gel your diange and quick~ move along.
O I. pay nh a <htd that you have akeady 51ar1ed to fil out.
0 C. siare blank~ mthe dark, mouth agape, ah., announcing
that you have no cash and you've t.h your checUook at home.
Y Hare watdilnt T.Y. A,_.cW •11• you to col
a 900 111riM and rt<.tlve perSOMI ••vice tram a llvt
psydik, at $5.00 per lllaule. You ...
0 A. cfiucltle to yourseK and diange the channel.
0 I. wonder what pathetk idiols actually fall for th5.
0 (. mol lhe number and'chd nh Madam Tosha, inlo lht
n~ht, about your finanrial woes.

..

Y

MS Is the first In a lite of cars stopped at 1
traffic llght. Tht light hns f'HCL You ...
0 A. alreo~ have your vehicle moving forward in anticipation of
lh5 phenomenon.
0 8. look both ways, just lo be safe, Ihen drive through the
intersection.
0 C. examine the booger you've jus1 pidted from your nose and
wonder why Iha peo~e behind you are beeping their horns.

If you omwered (C) lo any of the oboYe questions you are, in fuel, 11 klot. Gp the label below from
your newspaper ond posle ii on your forehead. Now go 5' somewhere quiet~.

r------------------------~~
I

II
I

•

·

Attention

I

SPEAK TO Ml AT YOUR OWN RISK!

I1 Fraternities
and
Sororities!
I YESllbislabelisalsoideal

'-------------------------:..1

September 27, 1993

for use on your pledges!!

'. s~

DATELINE

BY AREA CODE - NATIONWIDE

It's Time To Call
1-900-950-9567., e_,a. 575

ll:OOAM

G:OOPM

,

STLJDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA\

~

~~

Only $2 Per Minute
•Private Mail Boxes· Bulletin Board· Get Personal Phone Nos. :
Avalon Comm., Ft. Laud., FL.• 305-525-0800 • 18 or Older

•
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M U S I C

Various Artas
SweetReHef

"Crazy Mary," which sheds new light on the bands
possibilities. Lead singer Eddie Vedder tones his powerful voice down, and he sounds like an aged and
{Chaos)
learned folk singer rather than a Seattle grunge brat.
On the whole, all the bands put enough emoTribute albums always seem to be kind of a tion into the music to make "Sweet Relief' a must for
bore. Usually, they consist of several big-and small- any music fan.
named bands trying to increase their cultural standards by covering songs of musical legends. This
-Eyal Goldshmid
definitely was.not the case for such recording artists
as Soul Asylum, Pearl Jam, Lou Reed and others
Various Artists
when they covered songs by iieo-folk sjnger Vic~oria
Williams. Williams was diagnosed with multiple ·Bob Dylan: A 30thAnniv~rsOiy Celebrtifion
sclerosis last.year, and she had no money ~or insur- (Coltimbia)
ance.
Backed by this cause, the album seems to
Recorded in the fall of 1992 at New York's
soarhigherthanitnonnallywould. All the songs are Madison Square Garden, this tribute to Bob Dylan,
heartfelt and truly explore the brilliance of William's perhaps the greatest folk singer of the last fifty years,
songwriting ability. The lead offtrack, "Summer of if not this century, collected some of the gre~test
Drugs," by Soul Asylum, projects William's lyrics recording artists in pmsical history, put them all on
about innocence and drug use, to anthem-like pro- one stage, and had them cover songs by him. The list
portions.
,
of artists spread from all sorts of musical styles:
The highlight of the album is Pearl Jam's Stevie Wonder, Willie Nelson, Eddie Vedder and

Mike McReady of Pearl Jam, Neil Young, Johnny
Cash...The list was endless and more than impressive.
All the classics were there, from Tracy
Chapman's touching ''The Times They Are A-Changing" to Tom Petty and the Heartbreaker' s barroomish "Rainy Day Women 12 & 35" to John
Mellencamp's "Like A Rolling Stone."
Highlights included Eddie Vedder and Mike
McReady's emotional "Masters Of War," and Neil
Young's show-stopping version of "All Along The
Watchtower," where Young• s badjng oand, Booker
T. and the MG's, were transfonned into a Crazy
Horse-sounding vehicle.
It is too bad that Dylan, who sings two
tracks, could not have been omitted from the line up.
Yes, he was the man of the show, but it is such a
shame that his voice has deteriora!ed from a touching
moan to a drunk.en howl. Still, this is a music fan
must.

-Eyal Goldshmid

•

WE NEED FEEDBACK!
Come on, there's got to be something, somewhere in these pages you agree or disagree with.
Write to us and tell us what you think:
·
Revelation, C/0 The Central Florida
Future, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL
32816

2 For $4
Admission
coupon.
With this

Expires 10/15/93

FULL LIQUOR SERVICE

Writers Needed

Orlando's Finest Comedy Showplace I

,

Revelation needs feature writers.
t

HILARITIES
Comedy Theatre

Functional literacy a plus.
Call Tim or Shannon
823-6397
(P.S. you actually get paid, too.)

Appearing
·
Sept. 7-12
Jonathan Solomo~
· Jonathan Solomon is one of the
:
· most sought after oomedians on
college campuses today. His numerous 1V credits include M'IV' s .. Five
Funny Guys," "The A-List" and
..Late N~gllt with David Letterman."

Tues.-Thurs. 8:30 pm
486DX-33

486DX·33

486DX-33

Mu Ib-· Me d'ia Sys t~~

4 MB RAM
130 MB Hard Disk

VESA Local Bus System

including

Sony 31A Internal

~
4'

CD ROM
Soundblaster Card

•

$1750
t-

386SX-25
386DX-33
386DX-40 64K Cache
486SX-33 OLC
486DX-50 256K Cache
486DX2-66 256K Cache

1.2&1.44FloppyDrive
14" lntraSVGAMonitor DP .28
1 MB Trident VGA Card
101

~l~~d

with 32 bit video slot

$1495

LJ PG RADE &

~ MS DOS6.0Window3.1 Mouse

s1395
$950.00
$1050.00
$1075.00
$1150.00
$1550.00
$1650.00

NETWORK

SERVICE
°r~~iae:~;v;~a~;r

386SX-33 Motherboard
14" Super VGA Monitor DP .28
9600 Fax Modem
2400Modem
9 in Serial Mouse
101 Keyboard

$105.00
$255.00
$55.00
$30.00
$10.00
$20.00

Fri. & Sat. 8:00 & 10:30 pm
Sun. 7:30pm
Reservations 363-1920

Preferred seating av~ilable at all
ticketmaster outlets. 407-839-3900 for tix
5251 International Drive, at International Station
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ARBOUR VILlAGE APARTMENTS
TI600 MacKay Blvd., Orlando, FL32826 • 282-7333

Politically Incoriect?

STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIALS

1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Clubhouse
2 pools & sauna
Complete fitness center
Sand volleyball court
Lighted tennis court
Lighted basketball court
2 laundry facilities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Directions: From University Blvd.,
tum right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. Or from Hwy. 50 (east). tum
left on Alafaya Trail, on the left.

Breakfast bars
25 acres of wooded atmosphere
Generous closet space
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hour emergency maintenance

OFFICE HOURS:
M-F 9-6; SAT. 10-4;
SUN.12-5

Tired of standing by as the Political Correctness
Commandos stonn the U.S.? Do something about it!
We're looking to form the Central Florida Chapter of
the Politically Incorrect Student Society (PISS). We
probably won't do too much, but just imagine the
novelty of being able to say "Yeah, I was in PISS
when I was in college... " Plus, we've got a faculty
sponsor, so as soon as we get 12 members we can
get some SG $$$. Or maybe not. So, unless you ·
wa.nt to be-forced to call waitresses "waitrons," etc.
call Dave at 823-2601 and leave a message.

UCf SJUDfHIS
.
HAI GllN US APlfCf Of lHfIR MINDS.
.

Photo Magic

-

3804 E. Colonial Dr.

,

.

Chillers

33 W. Church St. .
Outback Steakhouse

The part .
that ends up
being donated
to science.

1301 Florida Mall Ave.

Rodeo

12413 S. Orange Blossom Trail

c.5
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Procrastination
Gland
(to be use9 later)
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Cerebral Functions: Student Americanus

Recently, we've been talking to students on campus - to get inside their heads and find
out where they like to go. For pizza. PCs. Posters. And other paraphernalia. And how do
students like to pay for their purchases? With the American Express®
Card, of course. No finance charges. No hassle. With that all taken care
of, their minds are freed up for the really important things in life.
e Cards

II

•

Watch out Division 1-M, the UCF
Fighting Knights are ready to rumble
Mike Huff, who is being advertised as "dangerously
quick and a hard attacker." Huffhas earned aplace on this
team with his play in practice and may be the Knights'
return man on punts and kickoffs.
This season's UCF Fighting Knights football team
All of these offensive weapons would not amount
is poised to be the team to beat in Division-IAA. With to much were it not for the men in the trenches. The
.. the majority of last season's record-scoring team entire front line returns and features two 90ssible Allreturning, the Knights may need to order a new Americans in guard, Buster Mills, a 6-foot-2-inch,
scoreboard for the Citrus Bowl.
Hopes are high among the players, with one
acknowledging, "our goal is to win all of our games
and go on to win the national championship." Keeping the team focused on and off the field, will be
Head Coach Gene McDowell, returning for his
ninth season with the Knights. McDowell and his
.coaches say this squad is talented but, "nothing
replaces hard work and only paying attention to
the game next week and nothing more."
The leader of the Knights' offensive juggernaut will be returning starting quarterback junior Darrin Hinshaw. The youngster's atm is
loaded and aimed at topping his 1992 perfor-.
mance when he threw for 2,505 yards and 24
touchdowns. Hinshaw finished ninth in
total offense in the nation with an
average of 245 passing yards
per game.
Moving targets for Hinshaw
will be the duo of preseason,
All-American David Rhodes
and his counterpart, flanker ·
Mark Whittemore. Rhodes' 51
receptions and 1,002 yards led
the Knights last season. He '11 rn~rn
aim to be Hinshaw's favorite
receiver. Whittemore cannot be
overlooked because of his
flashy speed, despite hauling in
just 19 catches for 226 yards and two touchdowns in 270 pound se'92.
'
nior, and center Mike
Keeping defenses honest will be one of the nation's Gruttadauria, at 6-4 and
strongest running back combinations-tailback Willie 255 pounds.
English and fullback Gerod Davis. Each has 1,000
In following the footsteps of Enyard seasons under his belt, and English holds the glish and Davis, or the passes from
Knights' single-season record of 1,338 yards. Davis Hinshaw to ·Rhodes and Whittemore, UCF
needs I09 yards to break the school's career rushing fans should see a team intent on delivering on its
record (2,508 by Mark Giacone 1987-90). Davis goal to score, and sGore often.
returns after rushing for I, 154 yards and 10 touchIt is said that offense excites, but that championdowns in '92.
ships are won with defense. The task facing UCF is
A surprise for teams may be the play of freshman formidable but not impossible. The defense returns

By GARY BOWIE
Staff Writer

.,

seven starters from last season, but coach Ron
Mccrone, defensive coordinator and defensive back
coach, admitted, "We had a lot of people to replace,
but we've had some outstanding people come on ....our
go~l is to have a defense that is on the same par with
the offense."
"Our stre11gth will be our defensive line,"
Mccrone adds. That group will be headed by junior
Greg Jefferson. The defensive strategy will be dictated by talent. "We'll use a platoon system where
the front seven is basically two first teams with
even ability."
One areahit hard by graduation is the
linebacker corps. Robert Alexander is doing his part to raise the level of play
among the group.
"As a whole the defensive
line is the strongest part of the
defense," Alexander said. "The
linebackers have been working
out all summer and we're jelling together pretty well .... As
we keep practicing, things will
continue to improve .... "
The Knights' secondary is
still shaping up according to
Mccrone with "five players fighting for the
cornerback spots .... Steve
Wright is heads-audshoulders-above at the
strQng safety."
However, Brian
Crutcher, last season ' s
leader in interceptions, and
others who have switched
to defense from other positions "have a lot to learn, but
are getting there."
It is imperative the defense
come together as a unit. .Championships are won on defense,
and this year's goal of making the
Division-I-AA playoffs can only be
reached with a team effort. UCF's defense.is dedicated to its challenge of becoming a force to be
reckoned with and an integral match to the offense in
a drive for a national championship.

WHO: UCF Fighting Knights vs. Valdosta
St. Blazers
WHEN: Saturday, 1: 30 p.m.
WHERE: Florida Citrus Bowl
SERIES RECORD: UCF leads 3-2
LAST MEETING: The Knights traveled to
· Georgia Sept. 14, 1991 and squeezed out a
12-0 victory over the Blazers. Willie English
provided much of UCF' s offense, scoring a
touchdown and rushing for 123 yards.
BLAZER BULLETS: This Division II
squad h_~§_ appl~~,d for Division I-AA status.
Currently, a member of the Gulf South
Conference, the Blazers are led by junior
quarterback Chris Hatcher. One of the best Division II teams in passing offense, averaging 260 yards per game.
ON THE AIR: WGTO-AM 540 with the
pre-game show beginning at 1 p.m., and
WUCF-FM 89.9 with the pre-game show
beginning at 1: 15 p.m.
UCF's stinging defense will be a key factor in bringing down opposing quarterbacks and
opponents in the Knights' quest for a Division I-AA Championship. {File photo/Future)
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Following UCF on the airwaves is easy

1993 UCF FOOTBALL.SCHEDULE

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

Sept 11
Sept 18
Sept 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16

VALDOSTA STATE
1:30p.m.
at East Carolina
1:30p.m.
McNEESE STATE
1:30p.m.
YALE
1:30p.m.
SAMFORD
1:30p.m.
WESTERN ILLINOIS (Homecoming)
1:30p.m.
Oct. 23
at Bethune-Cookman
4p.m.
at Troy State
Oct. 30
3p.m.
Nov.6
LIBERTY
1:30p.m .
•.. . . HlJFFALO
Nov. 13
1:30p.m.
Nov. 20
at Louisiana Tech
7p.m.
HOME GAMES IN CAPS

By TRACE TRYLKO
Sports Editor
Those unable to make it to
the Florida Citrus Bowl for a
Saturday afternoon of UCF
football or those who want to
follow the Knights on the road
have two radio options this
year.
WGT0-540 AM will offer
coverage of all UCF games,
botii4lome and away. Robert
Segal returns, providing playby-play. He'll be joined in the
booth by color commentary
specialist and NFL veteran
Gary Paris.

Sid~line reporter this season .is Michael O'Shaunessey.
Pre-game coverage will air 30
minutes before kickoff.
Furthermore, Head Coach
Gene McDowell will field listener questions on an hour-long
program airing each Thursday
at5 p.m.
Ho~ever, options are not
limited to the AM dial. Student-produced Knights' coverage will aicc,:i UCF~· ;acHo
station, WUCF-FM 89.9.
WUCF ~ill offer coverage of
all home games, except the Oct.
2 game versus Yale.
"Our sportscasters are try-

ing to get their careers going.
You'll definitely get a
younger point of view, said
WUCF Sports Director Robert Devore.
Pre-game action begins at
1:15 p.m.
Coach McDowell will be
on television as well. He will
review the previous week's
gam~and preview the Knights
next opponent. McDowell's
show will air Sundays on
WCPX-Channel 6.
So, ~tay tuned to WGTO,
WUCF or WCPX for all the
exciting action of UCF football.
0

1992 UCF FOOTBALL RESULTS
(6-4-0)
DATE

OPPONENT (Attendance)

RESULT

Sept. 5
GARDNER-WEBB (10,286)
71-21
Sept. 12
BETHUNE-COOKMAN (12,075) 28-3
Sept. 19
TROY STATE (7,755)
20-16
Sept. 26 ·
at Western lliinois (9,764)
35-22
Oct. 3
MOSCOW BEARS* (5,412)
43-6 .
Oct. 10
Open
Oct. 17
NICHOLLS STATE (8,087)
42-18
Oct. 24
at Western Kentucky (10,589)
50-36
Oct. 31
at Liberty (8,100)
31-28
Nov. 7
BUFFALO (9,067)
63-21
Nov. 14
JAMES MADISON (6,681)
41-37
Nov. 21
at Samford (4,987)
20-13
HOME GAMES IN CAPS
*Exhibition

OFF-ICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.
.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find
the career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique
experience in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value
the skills and knowledge mastered d_uring Peace Corps
service.
Learn more about overseas opportunities with Peace Corps at:
University of Central Florida's 93 Fall Career Expo.
Wednesday, September 15, 1993
UCF Arena
For more information and an application call:

l

1-800-468~2745

Gene McDowell enters his ninth season directing UCF
on the gridiron. (File photo/Future)

P9ace _· c orps

The Toughest Job You'll Ever Love.

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with~
I'm J)r. George Yarko, D.D.S., :ind I've pro,·ided the people
of Orlando with the latest, safest dental treatments and
comfortable care for over eight years. And rd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an 589 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.
· Only for U.C.F. Students with Valid 1:0.

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:

Health history taken• Check for loose fillings or
crowns• Check gums for disease• Oral cancer
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
treatment recommendations
Call today, because this offer ends lt/.)0/94

George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando Dental

Ct'nint'd: Dcnul Jmpl:tnt ProMhctks
.\lemho:r: Amc:ri\an Dental A~-;oc.i;1tion.
Ac3dcnw of Gent'rnl D1:nti'ilrv. Ac-Jdi:mv for
Spons O.,mimy. Floric.b Denial A'"()(iJtion.
Gre-Jtcr Orlando De:ntal Socict)'

17780 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Abfaya Tr.)

Call 282-2101

Team Datllit: Unlnnlty of (Antral f'lorlda 1

h h Ull~ ulfKc puJiq· 1h;tt 1hc: JXllk·m and ;my olfo.·r pt.-r,on r..-:..pm~ihk: ror p:1ym\.--OI h:.i'fthc ri~ht lo h.'fu'.'>l· to pay. <-an<:t.:I paym\. 01. or ll\: n.·imhur......·d for payrTk..·nt for :tny oth\.'f S4.'f\Kf.'. l'X~1mirutmn. or trc;llm\ 01 \\hid1 ''
rx·rfonncd :i-. :t n.·::-uh of •m<l within -2 hnurs of rc..·:.p1~lini:: tu the ath\..'ni"'4.'nlcnl for the: fn,"\!, ili~<RJnh:d foe. nr n."t.luc..- l"tl f"·c ""'""-"\.', c..·x:11nin:11inn. ur m..'~llffk.'nl
0

0
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1993 Pre-season Football Roster
No.
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9

•

10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19

20
21
22
23'
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
37
~

40
42
43
44

45
47
48

50

52
53

55

57
58
60
63

'

Name
Hgt
6-1
Nakia Reddick
Richard Blake
5-10
Brian Pennenter 5-9
Ageel Shaheed
5-8
Robert Alexander 6-0
Shane Law
6-0
Steve Wright
6-0
Rufus Hall
6-0
Travis Cooper
Kevin Reid
6-1
MichaelJordan
6-2
Darin Hinshaw
6-0
Burt N;wman
5-11
Mark Whittemore 5-8
Charlie Pierce
6-0
Brian Crutcher
5-9
David Rhodes
6-1
Harry Jorgensen
Todd Cleveland 5-9
Mike Huff
5-5
Del Wright
6-0
Lewis Lubin
5-6
Allen Powell
5-8
Cornell Francis
5-11
Donald Huzzie · 5-11
Todd Burks
5-8
Gerrid Davis
5-8
5-10
Bob Menello
Willie English
5-11
Jason Magalski
5-11
Keith Marcos
5-8
· 5-11
Darius Faulk
Anthony Cooks
6-2
John Bryant
5-11
Charles Anderson 5-10
Daryl Latimore
5-11
Emory Green
5-11
Curtis Dix
5-11
David Nelson
6-2
Drew McPhail · 6-2
Harry Weinberg 5-11
6-1 ·
Mark Brown
James Quillian
6-3
6-0
Chad Casey ·
Emil Ekiyor
6-3
Mike Gruttadauria 6-2
Eric Lovewell
6-2

Wgt

Cl

Pos

200

175
185
185

Fr
So
Jr
Fr
Jr
Sr
Sr
Fr

LB
FS
CB
DB
LB
SS
SS

185
194
196
154
160
162
165
185

Fr
So
Jr
Fr
Jr
So
Jr
Jr

QB
QB
QB
QB
WR

172
157
188
151
150
170
197
160
208
213
225
208
190
180
207
198
207
175
170
208
223
244
212

Fr
Fr
Jr
So
Jr
So
Fr
Sr
So
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr
Fr ·
So
So
Jr
Fr
Fr
So
Sr
So
Sr
Fr
Sr
Fr
So
Jr
Fr

170
175
150

225

. 197
250
280
225
255
223

No. Name
Hgt
Wgt
6-1
66 Doug Schoen
247
68 Matt Wittman
6-4
268
69 Alex Galvez
6-2
257
71 Chris Keene
6-1
290
73 Kevin Stewart
6-2
302
74 Jon Moore
6-4
275
75 Greg Harper
6-3
289
76 Ray Forsythe
6-3
282
6-1
77 Chris Tabscott
250
78 Buster Mills
6-0
260
81 John Wouda
6-2
200
82 Frank Addison
6-2
200.._..
83 Tom Pita
5-7
162
6-0
84 Scott Braun
197
86 J.R. Rickard
6-1
200
89 Chad Payne
5-10
156
6-2
90 Tarvares Tate
230
91 Diego Paiva
6-1
245
93 Bill Cook
6-3 - 251
94 Frank Campbell 6-0
230
95 Greg Jefferson
6-3
255
.6-4
96 Chris Cade
265
97 Robert Braucht
5-10 225
98 Chris Wrenn
5-11
245
Sam Becker
6-1
219
Michael Butler
5-8
160
Mike Christeas
6-5
270
Daniel Egipciaco 6·5
250
Josh Faller
6-5
260
6-0
James Gardner
170
Ryan Gillis
6-4
215
6-2
Lome Jones
165
Emanuel Kavouklis6-2
270
6-1
Trip Lancaster
210
Shawn Lewis
5-11
215
Jessie Loper
6-4
185
Jameil McWhorter 6-1
200
Kenrick Moore
6-0
200
6-0
Shane Moore
190
Chris Pobjecky
6-5
255
.. Chris .Sealy
5-10
175
Ageel Shaheed
5-9
160
· Stuart Stipe .
6-0
168
6-5
Steve Wagner
260
Seth Wiepking
6-2
240

WR

KIP
DB

WR

RB
PK
CB
CB

RB
FB

FS
RB
FB
FB
FB
LB
CB
DE
LB
LB
CB
LB
DE
DE

c

SN
SN
OT
OT
DE

c

c

Cl

Pos

Jr
So
Fr
Jr
Fr
Sr
Fr
Jr
So
Sr
Jr
Jr
So
So
Fr
Sr
Fr
Fr
So
Jr
Jr
Jr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
So
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr
Fr

OG
OT
OT

00
OT
OT
OT
DE
OT
OG
TE
TE

WR
TE
DE

WR
DT
DT
DT
DT
DE
DT
DT
DT
LB
WR
OG
OT
OT
FS
DE
FS

00
DE
FB
WR
LB
FB
LB
DT

WR
CB

WR

c

DT

Running backs Willie English, Gerod Davis form
explosive backfield combination for the Knights
fall practice have laid many of those worries to rest.
English looks ready and able to take aim at leading the
KnightstotheDivision-IAA playoffs. Only 109yards
shy of smashing the UCF career rushing record, he
Most football coaches dream of having a returning
enters the season with a career total of 2,409 yards.
1,000-yard running back.
The other half of UCF's double-trouble combinaUCF Head Coach Gene McDowell is in the envition is Gerod Davis: a 5-11, 205-pound sophomore
ous position of returning two running backs with
who will give teams additional
high-caliber results. Senior
' ' _ _ __
reasons to worry. Davis said betailback Willie English and sophotween him and English, "they
more fullback Gerod Davis will
other teams] won't be able to
be the twin turbines powering the
key on either one of us, because
running attack for UCF's highthe other will be able to pick up
octane offense.
the slack."
Many eyes will be following
Davis returns after his own
English, the 6-foot-0-inch, 225
outstanding year in which he
pounder, as he attempts to return
rushed for 1,154 yards, ranking
to his record year of 1991, when
him 16th in the nation in '92.
he thundered to a school record
Davis complimented his rushing
UCF Running Back
1,338 yards. English is recoverwith an additional 114 yards in
ing from a knee injury, suffered in
. receiving, closing the year with
the first game last season. The
an average of 127.9 all-purpose•
injury forced English to miss the
yards per game, placing him 25th
remainder of the 1992 season.
in the nation. Davis feels his rushing abilities obscure
"I haven't had a problem with it [the knee],"
his pass-catching, but that he's "been working on
English said. "I think I'll be full go. I've always been
catching the ball coming out of the backfield."
that kind of runner, and I don't think I'll be hesitant at
With such talent and proven capabilities from both
all...

By GARY BOWIE
Staff Writer

I think l'.11 be· full go. ,_ r
I've always been
that kine of runner.
-Willie English

..

The coaches have maintained a rapt awareness of
the strength of English's knee, but early results from

Gerod Davis hopes to repeat last year's 1,000..
ENGLISH/DAVIS continued page 28 yard rushing season. (File photo/Future)
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UCF Fight Song
UCF charge onto the field
with our spirit we'll never
yield.
We're singing BLACK GOLD
right through that line.
Victory is our only cry
V-I-C-T-0-R-Y!
Tonight the Knights will
shine,·
shine, shine
UCFGO!
ENGLISH/DAVIS

frompage27
runningbacks,maybeonefootball might not be enough. But,
Davis quickly puts that worry
to rest. "Willie and I are real
comfortable with each other.
We've always gotten along
well, and it feels natural with
both of us in the backfield .. .!
have come to look forward to
his [English· s] leadership."
"We 're going to do all right ·
together," English agreed.
"Both of us have rushed for
1,000 yards, so the other team

can't just key on one back."
UCF has two running back~
who bring great talent to the
field. English is ready to team
with Davis and simply get back
into the groove.
"It's been a long time since
I've played in a real game,"
English said. "After a while,
you get tired of practice.".
English is back, apparently
better than ever. Plus, Davis'
balance should provide tremendous versatility. Knights fans,
this could be a year of record
proportions, thanks to a dynamic duo in the backfield.

PRINCIPLES of SOUl\D RETIRE.\\ENT INVESTING

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS
.EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF
THROUGH RETIREMEN'f.

T

Willie English's return from last season's knee injury
buoys UCF's potent running game. (DeHoogl~uture)

Electric and Acoustic

GUITAQ LEc£x£>0N8
All Ages-Beginner to Advanced

•Learn What the Pros Know•
In a Step-by-Step
Easy to Understand Method

Rick Ellis

(407) 629-2630

hink about supporting yourself for
At TIAA-CREF, we not only undertwenty-five, thirty years or longer
stand the value of starting early, we
in retirement. It might be the greatest
can help make it possible-with flexible
financial test you'll ever face. Fortunately, retirement and tax-deferred annuity
you have one valuable asset in your
plans, a diverse portfolio of investment
favor. Time.
choices, ·and a record of personal
Time to take advantage of tax-deferral. service that spans 75 years.
Time for your money to groyv.
Over a million people in education
But starting early is key. Consider this: and research are already enrolled in
if you begin saving just $100 a month at
America's largest retirement system.
age thirty, you can accumulate $172,109* Find out how easy it is to join them. Call
by the time you reach age sixty-five.
_ today and learn how simple it is to put
Wait ten years and you'd need to set aside yourself through retirement when you
$219 a month to reach the same goal.
have time and TIAA-CREF on your side.
Stllrt planning your.future. C11U our Enrollment Hotline 1800 842-2888.

75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it~
*A.r.rumi11y 1111 i11lrrr.rl m/r ,,( 7.tl//% crrdi/rd /11 TIAA Rrtirrmrnl Annutiiu. TbiJ ra/t iJ u.m) .rokly /oJbo•• tbr ptJWtra11J ti/tel of compounJin_q. L1wtr or bigbtr ra/fJ u>ou/JJ
pr111lua i'rr.v tlifftr(ll/ rr.rul/s. CREF arlt/tcaltJart diJlr1bultd b.v TIAA-CREF f11J11•idut1! and fnJ/ilu/u1nal Str1•1a.r.

COMING SEPTEMBER 15th 1993

TO THE UCF ARENA ....
THE UNIVERSITY OF 'CENTRAL FLORIDA'S

CARE,ER EXPO

~~lBosPITALI TY~J

~~-

•

·oo
~

~~~

~

A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS TO GET
TOGETHER WITH
EMPLOYERS TO DISCUSS
CAREER AND
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

WEDNESDAY, .SEPTEMBER 15th
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Partial List of Exhibitors:
AEROTEK, INC .
AMC THEATERS
ARTHUR A'NDERSON & CO.
ARTHUR A~DERSON TAX TECHNOLOGY GROUP
(AATIG)
ASHLEY ALUMINUM, INC.
BARNETI BANKS, INC.
BDO SEIDMAN
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHEILD OF FLORIDA, INC ..
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY
DENNY'S
ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATIVES, INC.
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
F.N. WOLF & COMPANY
FBI
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
FIRST UNION NATIONALBANK OF FLORIDA
FLORIDA ENGINEERED CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS
FOOT LOCKER
H.C. BRILL COMPANY, INC.
HARRIS ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS SECTOR
HARRIS SEMICONDUCTOR
JOHN HANCOCK FINANC.IAL SERVICES.
KEMPER NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
KMART CORPORATION
KPMG PEAT MARWICK
KRG&G
LECHTERS, INC.
LEESBURG REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
LOGICON EAGLE TECHNOLOGY

MAJIK MARKET
MARRIOT'S ORLANDO WORLD CENTER
MERCK & COMPANY, INC.
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL
OLDE DISCOUNT CORPORATION
OLSTEN STAFFING SERVICES
ORLANDO POLICE DEPARTMEN_1_
PEACE CORPPS OF THE UNITED STATES
PHYSICIAN SALES & SERVICE
PRICE WATERHOUSE
SCOTTY'S INC.
. SUN BANK OF TAMPA BAY
SUN BANK, N.A.
TACO BELL CORPORATION
TERMINIX INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, LP.
TGI FRIDAY'S, INC.
THE ORLANDO SENTINEL
THE SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY
THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION
UARCO, INC . .
UNITED STATES NAVY OFFICER~ PROGRAMS
UNITED TELEPHONE OF FLORIDA
VISTANA RESORT
WALLACE COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
WALT DISNEY WORLD DOLPHIN HOTEL
WENDY'S rNTERNAT:QNAL, INC.
WHITEHALL LABORATORIES

•

PROFESSIONAL AITIRE RECCOMENDED

SPONSORED BY THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT JIM GRACEY* ADMIN 124 * UCF-2361
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What's wrong with women in the announcing booth?

Ahh, football. It was wonderful to
take in some gridiron action tliis weekend. And, it was nice to see familiar
faces on the field and hear familiar
voices in the broadcU3t boo~1. (The
exception being John Madden.) Yes,
those commentators are an important
part of the game. They provide analysis, clarification, interesting tidbits and
important insights.
And there's not a fair voice among
them. Good.
Now, Mr. Trivial thinks there's
something wrong with that. But, who
wants to hear a woman saying "Oh my.
He hit that guy awfully hard!"?
Most opposers of women broadcasters use one arguement-women
can't talk about football the way men
do. Look at most commentators.
They're ex-players. Most are pro, but
almost all ofthem have played football
at some time during their lives. They
can sit in the booth and talk about
football hitting weather and how it
feels to make a big play. What do
women know about what goes through
a quarterb(,lck' s mind or what linemen
look for as a play develops?
True, I could do play-by-play and
tell you what happens. But, I can offer
little insight about something I have

never experienced. (Just as a man could
only tell you so much about childbirth.)
Do they use ex-tennis players as analysts
forswimming?NO. Theywouldn'tknow
what swimmers think about.
And, even in the '90s, I am still in the
minority. Most football fans are men.
And they want women in skimpy clothing on the sidelines, not in the
announcer's booth. Who· wants to hear a
whiny, feminine voice talk about screen
plays and game strategy? Not I. Even
ESPN doesn't use women during game
coverage.
The fact is, stations show what
the viewers want.to see and hear. Apparently, it's not the fair sex mf"Monday
Night Fo~tball."
Stand and cheer, football fans,
and leave the comments to the men.

As I scanned the television dial this :fust
NFL weekend, I noticed how devoid the
airwaves are offemale talent Sure, there's
the token woman on a pre-game show or
sports highlight program, but none sharing
the mic with the big boys. Six>rts broadcastingisstillmale-dominated and that's wrong.
Why does gender make such a difference
when you're discussing sports? M colleague across the page more o&n ~not
kno he
rts Ms Duncanso . hould
ws .r spo · · . .
n, s
we quesnon your credibility because you

don't?'1veapenis?Or,becauseyou~ven't

been m the dugout, on the bench, m the
huddle or even the penalty box?
Thenotionwomenaren'tseriousprofessionals is absurd. In my radio/lv classes, I
knowseveralofmyfemalepeersarecapable
ofdoing play-by-play or some otherfonn of
sports bro~casting. Sure, we accept women
ifthey 'recovering ladies golfor tennis. That

UCF FOOTBALL

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
CALL HOME
CHEAP!

Call from any
phone, anytime,
anywhere in
the U.S.A. for
25¢ a minute. ..

Busride to the

FOR MORE INFORMAU:ON,
CALL 240-9437
Looking Fqr Autllorlzed Dealers

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS SUNDAY
SOL
281-4438

/

· St. JosepliS
Catfio{ic Cfiurcli
1501 Alafaya Trai I

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m.

Sunday Masses:
8a.m.,10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m.
275-0841

brings us to chauvenistic ex-jock John
McEnroe.
McEnroe criticiz.ed CBS for using Mary
Carilloasananalystduring U.S. ~cov
erage. '1don't.knowanywomen who know
themen'stennisgame," saidMcEnroe. '"The
match should be done by someone who
really knows men's tennis. I find it hard to
imagine that she could cover the men's
game."
McEnroe's absurd comments nuly refleet the ignorance in Ms. Duncanson's
arguementFurther,theyrepresenttheopinionsofmanysportsfans.Beforesittingdown
to write this, I solicited opinions from some
knowledgeable fans. Or, at least I thought
~y were sports wise. Comments que~~n
mg the ~emale sports reporters o:eru~~ty
· were r~sed. And, ~tate~~nts like, she
wouldn tbetakensenously andmyfavorite, ''whydon'~theyjust~cktosubjectsthey
know something about.
It doesn't take a man or woman to recogniz.eJohnnyMacisanimmaturebratNor to
comprehend how innane Ms. ~n
and those who share her opinion uuly are.
A woman's place is no longer at the mall
on Sunday. Rather, it's watching NFL action It's time we evolve as sports fans and
admire the courageoui spirit of the female
S{X>rts journalist They deseive that much.
Until next week, remember the S{X>rts
beat goes on!

-

Game.
"'~'t k ktta!
96 seats available

.l\¥

Sign up in
the Kiosk.
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hope to compete for all-conferenee
spots.
Boosted by returning all-TAAC
ooplDmoreTiffany Hill,tll!women's
team is confident ofimproving upon
a third place finish in '92, when the
Lady Knights fell one place short of
aregionalinvitationAlongwithjunior Jeanne Lesniak and sophomore
Cheria Bell, Hill could help lead the
squad to the top of the TAAC.

Following four successful years
coaching at EdgewaterHigh School,
LoftuS, a Rorida State graduate, accepted the head coaching position at
UCF in 1992. He ran on the Seminoles' squad forfouryears and looks
forward to competing against them
at the FSU Invitational September
25.
"I'm excited about this season and
think our experience will be a big
facto:-,',Loftussaid. "Ouronlyweakness is depth."
The Knights will open the season
at the University of Miami with the
men's team six runners short of the
allowed 15. 1be women•s team is
four members short.
"The T AAC is going to be real
tough, although Florida, Miami and
Florida State should offer the toughest competition," said Loftus.
The Knights play host to these and
other top squads from around the
state at the UCF Invitational at ·
Blanchanl Parle Oct 2.

E

ngineering student?
Smart.
Math or science
major? Also smart.
On tests, you probably run
equations over again to make
sure they're right. So you're
working harder.
You don't have to do that
anymore. Not when you use
the TI..68 Advanced Scientific
or 11,85 Graphics Calculator,
with their last equation replay
feature - and many other
smart functions.
We've spent years with
students like you

Today's your last
chance to sign up

for intramural

a

•

n.

"';;.:?{;

Time is
running out.

.

and educators like your profes,
sors to develop the n . 68 and
the 11,85. That's why they're ·
so highly recommended.
For engineering students, the
TI,68 solves up to five simul,
taneous equations, has complex
number functions and offers
formula programming,
The 11,85 builds on the
power of the
68 by adding a
wide range of graphing capabil,
ities. Math students can handle
calculus problems more easily.
And technical students can see
the functions for a better
understanding of problems.
The n . 85 at~ handles

football and. threeon-three basketb2.ll. Call 8232408 or stop by
Rec Services (by
the pool) .
01"1 Texas lnscrumems Incorporated

lliOOOIOlA

complex numbers. Matrices.
Vectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it
offers a powerful one,equation
SOLVER.
Try a 11,68or11,85 at
your local TI retailer today.
And start working smarter.
Instead of harder.

- ~TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

j

1
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Didier Menard-~topper in the Knights' net
tened and dismissed Barker after
the season ButassistantMikeFall
acted on an interim basis for most
Before he was old enough to of the season
''Fall came in and asked me to re .~
truly knoww.i:lafsocrerwas,Didier
Menard saw balls flying towards the captain 300 the lealer," said
Menard, who took charge and led
him from every direction
"My whole family has always his team to a 7-2-1 mrukfollowing
played, arxlmy uncles stuck thefat the incident.
With plenty of freshmen enterkid in trenetand took shots atme,"
ing the lineup this ~ espesaid UCF' s senior goalkeeper.
· Througlx>ut his soccer playing cially in the forward positions, the
days, Menard has often felt like the senior netmiMeris"definitely one
youngster of the bunch, the kid of the leaders" and "he has taken
with something to prove to his charge out there (on the practice
field)," said Wmch, who gruners
older peers.
much
respect for the young civil
But as the Knights' men's soccerteam heOOs into the 19'1.3 cam- engineering major. "You can't
paign with new Head q>ach Bob teach that, it~ to come out on its
Wmch and a wealth of young tal- own.''
"Didier is a model student/athent, Menard finds himself operat. ing under a new set of rules. This lete and an excellent role model,"
year, he assumes a leadership role. Wmch said "You can't have just Few shots are out of senior goalkeeper Didier Menard's reach. He hopes a profesMenard's leadership abilities quality players, you need smart sional career in Europe is also within his grasp. (DeHoog/Future)
became evident less than a year players." ·
WmstonDubosein 1976)iswithin really bring the team up."
ago. After a dismal first six games
MeaardmovedtoFloridaafter coMdered one of the top goal- reach.
Menardisdefinitelyoneofthat
of the '92 season and amid sixthgradefranMontreal,Canada, keepers in the country for his age
"Defensively, we're stacked," bunchandhe'llhaveto be. UCF's
grumblings from fellow players wrererealooparticipatedinhockey level. Duringthesummerof1989, he said. "Height and skill makes firsteightmatchesareontheroad.
about the unfavorable discipline and baseball But soccer has al- MenardplayedfortheU.S.against thisthebestdefensiveteamwe've In fact, Menard and his Knights
teclmiquesemployedbythenco3cli waysbeenhisNo.1 sportspriority, nationalteamsfromAustria,Swit- puttOgetherinawhile. We're.iaik- don'tplayinfrontofahomecrowd
Bill Bruker, Menard helim orga- largely due to his family's long- zerland and Hungary on a tour of · ing conference championship and until Oct 9whentheymeetAorida
nize a letter-writing drive request- time passion for the game.
West Gelill~Y·
going to the playoffs."
Tech. In all, only six of 17 games
ing a change.
Menard's skills have seen
After being red-shirted his first
Am those lofty goals realistic are at home this season.
"Barker ran us to death," Menard marlredimprovementnearlyevery year at UCF, Menard canied a 25 though, considering the fact that
'"This team is too strong defensaid of his fonner coach. ''Tue year begiming in high school. goals against average (GAA) his thethreestartingforwardpOsitions sivelyforthistobecalledarebuildproblem last year was that he When he was 14, a tryout for the freshmanseason Thatnumberhas ·will likely be filled by freshmen? ingyear,"saysMenani. "Weareall
couldn't really communicate with state team came up empty.
steadily improved each year from Menard believes oo.
in great shape, too."
·the players. If you made a mistake,
But the next year he made the 2.3 his sophomore season to 1.1
'This team is so attentive," he
Didier Menard sets his sights
you were railed in front of the state team and, at 16, made nation- last year. Menard looks at his de- said. "It is a pleasure to wmk with. toward profes.5ional soccer in Euwhole team."
als in the under 17 age bracket. It tensive help this season and feels them. There are some characters. rope and possibly a tryout for the
UCF's faculty and heirarchy lis- was at this time that Menard was the school record of .490 (set by Wehavefourorfiveguysthatcan 1996 Olympic team.

By TOM JAMES
Staff Writer

Cross oountry teams hope to run away from foes
By SEAN PERRY
Staff Writer
The University of Central Florida cross country teams,
led by Head CoachDougl..oftus, opentheirseasonSept. 11
against a strong field atthe Greentree Invitational inMiami.
Loftus, in his sophomore season at the helm of the men's
and women's squads, is excited about this year's talent due
tohisretumingathletesaswellassomepromisingt:ransfers.
"I enjoyed worlcing with the team last year and plan on
finishing higher in the conference standings this time

THE WEEK IN REVIEW...
V!{Ueyball@Asics Invitational@Hofstra, NY,

Sept. 2-4
Sept. 2 UCF def. Rhode Island .15-6;15-7, 15-11
Sept. 3 UCF def. Loyola 15-1, 15-9, 15-1
Sept. 3 Illinois-Chicago def. UCF 15-7, 15-6, 8-15,
4-15, 16-14
Sept. 4 UCF def. Northeastern 15-6, 15-3, 15-6
Sept. 4 UCF def. Hofstra 15-11, 15-6, 17-15
The Lady Knights finish second to Illinois-Chicago with
a tournament record of 4-1~ UCF' s Emily Bridson,
M_iriam Metzcus and Emily Queisser made the AllTow:nament Team.
Women's Soccer @FIU, Sept. 4
Final: UCF 2, St. Mary's 1
UCF goals: Kochevar@ 10:00 assisted by Schreiner,

Drake
O'Coruior@ 21:00 assisted by Musante
UCF in the net: Brann l goal against, 5 save!; Records: UCF 1-0, St Mary's n/a
The Lady Knights win their opener as Jennifer O'Connor
caps a 2-0 first half for UCF.

around," Loftus explained.
The men's squad finished fourth in the Trans America
Athletic Conference last year.
"I'm expecting big perfonnances from our older runners," said Loftus.
The men's squad is led by the experience of senior Pete
Fournier and junior Erik Lipham, both of whom had strong
perfoIDlances at last season's conference championships.
Transfer Rene Plasencia and sophomore Toby Berndt also

Are you ready for
some football ?
A look at the 1993 Fighting
Knights inside.

CROSS COUNTRY continued page 30
Men's Soccer @ Florida Atlantic, Sept. S
Final: Florida Atlantic 1, UCF 0
UCF goals: None
UCF in the net: Drew 1 goal against, 4 saves
Records: UCF 0-1, Florida Atlantic .1-0

~-._

Wednesday
Men's Soccer@Nova, Sept. 6
Final: UCF 3-2
UCF goals: Betsinger@ 13:51
Wall@ 22:12 assisted by McAvoy
Linares@ 80:00 assisted by Wall
UCF in the net: Menard 2 goals against, 5 saves
Records: UCF 1-1, Nova 0-1
UCF rebounded from Sunday's squeaker at Florida
Atlantic by nipping Nova Monday night This back-andforth contest saw the Knights jump to two leads, only to
see Nova tie the score each time. Juniors Travis Betsinger
and Richard Wall contributed to UCFs first half scoring.
But freshman Chris Linares sealed Nova's fate with his
late second half goal.
··

Wol3}en's Soccer@ Stetson 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Barry 7 p.m~
Friday

Volleyball @ Clemson lpvitational
Saturday

Cross Country @ Greentree Invitational @
Miami
Football vs. Valdosta State 1:30 p.m.
Men's Rugby vs. Treasur~ Coast 2 p.m.
Men's Soccer@ Tampa 7:30 p.m.

-compiled by Andrew Varnon-
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